Powering the city.

Powering the city.

GROUP HIGHLIGHTS
In the 2014 business year,
the Wiener Stadtwerke
Group generated

revenues of
EUR 2,904.8
million

16,100
employees
of
Wiener
Stadtwerke
ensure that Vienna’s infrastructure runs smoothly.

400

trainees
are being trained in 15
different
professions
at Wiener Stadtwerke.

945.8 million passengers
were transported by Wiener Linien and Wiener Lokalbahnen in 2014.

Investments of
EUR 870.5 million in 2014

~ 650,000

people

travelled with a Wiener Linien annual
season ticket in 2014

in expanding the underground network,
modernising the fleet of vehicles, new
buildings, stops and infrastructure, electricity and gas networks as well as in the
increased use of renewable energies.

Investments of four billion
euros between 2015 and 2019

Wiener Stadtwerke safeguards the supply of energy to

two
million
people

20,000

energy consultations per year

19

Citizen solar powerplants
in the Greater Vienna area

730,000

300,000

green electricity
customers

green heating
customers

Make 4 from 1
One job at Wiener Stadtwerke secures
three additional jobs.
35,000
people employed
by suppliers

13,600
jobs from investment
in infrastructure

15,700
direct employees
excluding trainees

64,300 employees in total
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MESSAGE FROM VIENNA’S

MESSAGE FROM VIENNA’S

MAYOR MICHAEL HÄUPL

DEPUTY MAYOR RENATE BRAUNER

V

ienna has always been something special – a model green
city with drinking water under constitutional protection, its binding
programme to protect the environment and the plan to be a modern city with a high quality of life.
Vienna’s inhabitants also appreciate this. According to a survey conducted in 2013, 97 percent of people interviewed “liked” or “really
liked” living in Vienna.
According to Mercer surveys,
Vienna has been the city which
offers the highest quality of life in
the world for a number of years
now. The UN organisation Habitat
sees Vienna as the city with the
world’s highest level of affluence,
measured according to economic
productivity, quality of life, infrastructure, distributive justice and
environmental sustainability (City
Prosperity Index). Vienna stands
for internationally renowned, high
quality essential public service and

a successful example of social participation. This should not change,
which is why we will not privatise
our city’s tools of essential public
services in the future.
Vienna is also a city of knowledge,
a city of science. According to the
innovation agency 2thinknow, it
is the third most innovative city in
Europe after London and Paris, and
the sixth most innovative city in the
world. We aim to retain and build
on these leading positions.
This is a major challenge because
Vienna is growing. This means we
need to ask ourselves now: How
should our city look in the future?
How can we integrate the many
new citizens of Vienna without
having to forgo quality of life, convenience or mobility? We need
intelligent solutions and excellent
innovations, notably in the areas of
energy, mobility and construction.

This brochure is impressive proof
of the innovative power of Wiener
Stadtwerke. The examples provided range from technology optimisation and multimodal mobility
services to a real-time research
laboratory (living lab) at Seestadt
Aspern, where new technologies
and the interaction of intelligent
energy systems and building technology are tested. Through its
innovations, Wiener Stadtwerke
makes a key contribution to providing essential public services and to
maintaining the high quality of life
in the model green city of Vienna.
At this point, I would like to express
my appreciation and my thanks to
everyone involved.
Best regards
Michael Häupl
Mayor of Vienna

O

ur city will grow by around
230,000 inhabitants in the
coming 15 years. For the city of
Vienna, Wiener Stadtwerke is the
key player ensuring that this growth
is managed in a socially balanced
and environmentally compatible
way. This is possible due to the consistently high level of investment
that has contributed significantly to
the fact that Vienna has so far made
it through the global economic crisis relatively unscathed.
Public-sector
investment
and
Wiener Stadtwerke yield double the
benefits. On the one hand, extending the underground network or
improving intervals on Wiener Linien’s services increases the level of
comfort and service for our customers. On the other, investments are
also a key economic factor, creating

and safeguarding jobs, generating
income, securing economic stability and thereby improving quality of
life even more.
The key factor behind Vienna’s
ability to compete is the high
level of productivity achieved by
our well-qualified workers. This is
why we, as a city, especially invest
in training and personal development. Through a range of measures to provide targeted support
to male and particularly female
employees, such as the qualification plan Vienna 2020 or coupling
public orders with the promotion of
women, Vienna has become a role
model, well beyond the borders of
Austria.
We are particularly proud of Vienna’s "training guarantee", for which

we need strong partners such as
Wiener Stadtwerke. I would like to
say a particular thank you for providing around 400 young people
with training.
Best regards
Renate Brauner
Deputy Mayor, Executive City
Councillor for Finances, Economic
Policy and Wiener Stadtwerke
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LETTER FROM THE CEO
MARTIN KRAJCSIR

I

t is with great pleasure that I
present to you today a summary
of the services provided by Wiener
Stadtwerke for the city of Vienna
and its citizens.
Wiener Stadtwerke is wholly owned
by the City of Vienna. Its core business is to supply the population of
the Greater Vienna area with mobility and energy. The aim is to ensure
the highest quality of life for every
person in Vienna while conserving
resources as much as possible,
24 hours a day. This is what the
some 16,100 employees of Wiener
Stadtwerke stand for, from apprentice to CEO.
As a provider of public services,
Wiener Stadtwerke places particular emphasis on security of supply,
accessibility and the affordability
of services that are required for
daily life, for all citizens. On the
other hand, it wants and needs to
be commercially successful as well.

This is the only way it can secure
jobs in the long term and continue helping to create value in the
region.
Vienna is growing – the population
will reach around two million in
2030. The City of Vienna is facing
this challenge with its Smart City
Vienna framework strategy. Wiener
Stadtwerke is a reliable partner
here, investing around four billion
euros between 2015 and 2019
alone, i.e. 800 million euros every
year, particularly in the intelligent
supply of mobility and energy in
the future. It also develops innovations that benefit everyone and
help to conserve resources.
As a publicly owned company,
Wiener Stadtwerke must set an
example. It has committed itself to
meeting the highest standards of
quality, safety, environmental protection and sustainability. It joined
the UN Global Compact back in

2008 as it shares the principles of
the United Nations in respect of
human rights, working standards,
environmental
protection
and
anti-corruption.
I would like to express my particular gratitude to our employees. I
would like to take this opportunity
to show my respect for the excellent work performed. Our employees can be proud of working for
Wiener Stadtwerke. I am too.
Best regards
Martin Krajcsir
CEO of
Wiener Stadtwerke
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When I start working in
the morning, I protect
the environment with
every kilometre travelled and every tonne of
cargo transported.
Markus Sch.
Train driver, Wiener Lokalbahnen Cargo

06:03
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THE WIENER
STADTWERKE GROUP
More than 100 years of municipal services

V
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THE ENERGY COMPANIES IN THE WIENER STADTWERKE GROUP
THE TRANSPORT COMPANIES IN THE WIENER STADTWERKE GROUP
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FUNERALS AND CEMETERIES
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25
32
36
42
44
44

ienna is growing. By 2030, around two million
people will be living in the city of Vienna. There
was at time, however, when more people were living in
Vienna. In 1910, Vienna’s population reached its highest level ever of 2.084 million people. Even before the
beginning of the 20th century, the aim was to ensure
the supply of energy and mobility to the growing population of Vienna. At that time, the supply of energy and
Vienna’s public transport network were in the hands of
private companies. However, public transport suffered
from a lack of coordination and cooperation between
the various tramway companies and horse-drawn coach
companies. In the gas sector, however, where the English “Imperial Continental Gas Association” held a
monopoly, there were often breakdowns, the gas lamps

were too dim and there were significant fluctuations in
pressure.
The City of Vienna recognised the rising importance
of ensuring a working supply of electricity and gas, as
well as affordable public transport to a growing city. It
focused on taking over these services through municipally owned companies. Between 1896 and 1907,
the supply of gas and electricity, public transport and
funeral services were successively municipalised. The
aim was to guarantee security of supply, to enable farsighted urban planning and to build a modern, sustainable infrastructure.
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THE FOUNDING OF WIENER STADTWERKE

I

n 1946, the City of Vienna set up a joint general management team for ‘Wiener Städtische Elektrizitätswerke’, ‘Wiener Städtische Gaswerke’ und ‘Wiener
Städtische Verkehrsbetriebe’. These three companies
were merged to form Wiener Stadtwerke on 1 January 1949. In 1953, ‘Städtische Bestattung’ was incorporated into Wiener Stadtwerke. This was followed by
‘Heizbetriebe Wien’ (later ‘Fernwärme Wien’) in 1983,
Friedhöfe Wien in 2008 and Wipark Garagen in 2009.
The 1990s were characterised by the opening up of
European energy markets to competition. As a result,
Wiener Stadtwerke was carved out of a Municipal

Wholly owned by the City of Vienna: Wiener Stadtwerke and its divisions

Department of the City of Vienna and converted into
a private-sector organisation in 1999, being renamed
Wiener Stadtwerke Holding AG in compliance with
regulations set out by European competition law. This
company is wholly owned by the City of Vienna and
is one of Austria’s largest conglomerates. In 1999, the
companies Wienstrom, Wiengas, Fernwärme Wien
(today: Wien Energie and Wiener Netze), Wiener
Linien, Bestattung Wien and Beteiligungsmanagement
belonged to the Group. The Group’s current structure
is shown below (excluding WienIT and other holdings).

THE ENERGY COMPANIES IN THE
WIENER STADTWERKE GROUP

W

iener Stadtwerke’s first energy company was
founded back at the end of the 19th Century
(see chart on the next page). Following the most recent
round of reorganisation in 2013, the energy segment
now consists of the four divisions: Wien Energie,
Wiener Netze and the Wien Energie subsidiaries Wien
Energie Vertrieb and Energiecomfort.
The energy companies employ around 5,500 people,
most of them at Wien Energie and Wiener Netze.

ENERGY PRODUCTION

W

ien Energie provides more than two million people, approximately 230,000 businesses, industrial facilities and public buildings, as well as around
4,500 farms in Vienna, Lower Austria and Burgenland
with electricity, natural gas, heat, district cooling and
innovative energy services. To this end, Austria’s largest
regional energy provider sets store by the internationally renowned Vienna Model.

Expanding the use of
renewable energies
(wind, water, solar,
geothermal heating, biomass)

High efficiency ratios thanks
to the use of cogeneration
technology to produce
electricity and heat

The Vienna Model
Decentralised
energy
supply

Sound advice on the best
possible energy solutions

The intelligent use of cogeneration
technology (combined heat and power)
and waste incineration to generate electricity and district heating, combined
with energy-related services and the
increased use of renewable energies

Waste incineration to produce
electricity and
district heating

Helping to improve energy
efficiency (in the company
and at customers)
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2010

Milestones in the supply of energy to Vienna

New Simmering 1 power
plant enters service

1899

‘Elektrizitätswerke’ Wien is founded

2008

1902

1978

1973

Simmering steam power plant
comes online

Wien Energie
subsidiary
‘Energiecomfort’
is founded

Block 1 of the Donaustadt power
plant enters service

1926

Hydropower plant
comes online at Gaming

Wind farm is commissioned
in Levél, Hungary

1970

Coal-fired operations
come to an end at the
Simmering power plant

Natural gas is used to fire boilers at the
Simmering power plant for the first time

1992

Switch to natural gas. More than
750,000 customers needed to have
their 1.5 million gas appliances
converted and adjusted

1944/45

Heavy damage sustained by all plants;
however, by the end of 1945, 75 percent of
all plants were operational again

New block 3 with combined
heat and power technology
comes online at the
Simmering power plant

Heizbetriebe Wien
is founded

1970 -1978

1946

Joint general management team
for Wiener Städtische Elektrizitätswerke, Wiener Städtische
Gaswerke and Wiener Städtische
Verkehrsbetriebe

1997

The service centre Wien
Energie Haus opens on the
Mariahilfer Straße.

1969

1934

2006

Austria’s largest
forest biomass
power plant
opens in
Simmering

2005

Grid company
‘Wien Energie
Stromnetz
GmbH’
is founded

1999

1983

Spin off from the city’s
administration

Heizbetriebe
Wien (later Wien
Energie Fernwärme)
becomes
a subsidiary of
Wiener
Stadtwerke

1985

A joint energy advice service for Wiener
Stadtwerke and Heizbetriebe Wien (later
Wien Energie Fernwärme) is founded

1949

Wiener Stadtwerke is founded by combining
the three municipal companies Elektrizitätswerke, Gaswerke and Verkehrsbetriebe
Work begins to install natural gas burners
in the high-pressure boilers at the Simmering
and Engerthstraße power plants

2011

Wien Energie is restructured. The energy division
is split into a regulated
area (gas and electricity
network) and a competition-based area (district
heating, sales (Vertrieb),
Energiecomfort).

2012

The first citizen
solar power
plant in Vienna’s
Donaustadt district
enters service

2013

Merger of Wien Energie GmbH with
its former subsidiary Fernwärme Wien

2014

Steinriegel 2 wind farm
entered service and conThe new company “Wiener Netze” is
struction work begins on
founded and made responsible for the the Pottendorf wind farm
electricity, natural gas, district heating
and telecommunications networks
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Electricity production in the energy division by plant1 (GWh)

Electricity and heating are produced from waste incineration, highly efficient cogeneration technology and
renewable energy sources such as wind power, hydropower, biomass and photovoltaics. Wien Energie also
puts particular emphasis on decentralised production
and energy services.
Due to the difficult underlying conditions in the energy
sector, Wien Energie has produced around fifty percent
of total electricity sales itself in recent years, with the
remainder being purchased on national and international electricity markets, with close attention being
paid to the origin of the electricity. Wien Energie neither buys nor sells nuclear energy.
In order to safeguard security of supply in the long
term and to reduce dependency on fossil fuels, Wiener
Stadtwerke puts emphasis on expanding the use of
renewable energy sources. Highlights in 2014 included
the commissioning of more wind turbines (Steinriegel
2), the recommissioning of the Opponitz hydropower
plant in Lower Austria, and the commissioning of sev-

eral photovoltaic installations. Since 2002 production
capacity has been progressively increased.
When it comes to details regarding production capacities, it must be remembered that not all plants are
able to produce around the clock. Renewable energies in particular are heavily dependent on the time of
day (sunshine) and the environment (wind, water). For
instance, water levels in the Danube and Inn rivers were
much lower in 2014 compared to the previous year.
Given the fact that the Opponitz hydropower plant
was also undergoing scheduled modernisation work,
and was therefore offline, much less electricity was produced by hydropower in 2014 than in the previous year.
In contrast, the volume of electricity produced by wind
power rose, primarily due to the start of operations of
the Steinriegel 2 wind farm. By the same token, electricity production by solar energy more than doubled
compared to the previous year thanks to the commissioning of numerous photovoltaic plants and citizen
solar power plants.

2014

2013 2

2012

2011

2010

2,000

0

Thermal power plants
Biomass heating plants

Hydropower plants

4,000

6,000

Wind farms and photovoltaic systems

Waste incineration plants

1

after deducting own energy needs

2

No feeding into the grid in 2013 from the Spittelau waste incineration plant due to renovation work

8,000
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The volume of electricity produced by thermal power
plants rose again in 2014 over 2013. This is mainly the
result of stronger demand for electricity to stabilise the
network and the larger volume procured through international power-purchasing rights.

Heat production Group division Energy (GWh)

The proportion of electricity produced from renewable
energy sources amounted to almost 20 percent in 2014.
The aim to generate at least 30 percent of electricity from
renewable energies by 2030, and as much as 50 percent
in the longer term, continues to be pursued with vigour.

2014

The recommissioning of the Spittelau waste incineration
plant in 2015, after having had its energy efficiency optimised, led to a considerable increase in the heat produced (around 65 percent of the heat from waste incineration comes from non-fossil sources such as paper, wood,
kitchen and garden waste). Overall the proportion of heat
produced by renewable energies rose slightly in 2014 to
17 percent. The aim of generating at least 50 percent
of heating needs from renewable energies represents a
major challenge.

2012

2013

2011

2010

0

Cogeneration

1,500

Waste incineration plants

3,000

Peak-load boilers & others

4,500

Biomass

6,000
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Electricity grid (in km)

2014

23,276

2013

23,178
22,957

2012

22,670

2011

22,478

2010

22,276

2009

Natural gas network (pipelines within the operator’s responsibility, in km)

ELECTRICITY, GAS AND
HEATING NETWORKS
Wiener Stadtwerke’s energy companies set store by targeted expansion (see charts) and the constant renewal of
the electricity, gas and district heating networks to ensure
end-to-end security of supply.

2014

4,673

2013

4,677

2012

4,682

2011

4,599

2010

4,591

2009

4,613

District heating network (in km)
2014

It is particularly important to service, maintain and modernise the energy networks in order to be able to supply
electricity, gas and heating to customers with the fewest
interruptions possible. For this reason, Wiener Stadtwerke
invests more than EUR 100 million every year in the optimisation and modernisation of its energy networks. The result
is Wiener Stadtwerke has a very good track record internationally when it comes to network losses: 0.4 percent for
gas, 5.0 percent for electricity and 10.8 percent for district
heating (2014).

1,212

2013

1,192

2012

1,169

2011

1,168

2010
2009

1,139
1,118
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THE TRANSPORT COMPANIES OF

ENERGY SERVICES
Wiener Stadtwerke is not a mere energy supplier,
instead offering its customers comprehensive energy
solutions and advisory services from a single source.
Customers in Vienna have had access to free expert
advice for years at the "Wien Energie World". There
are four other service centres in Vienna’s surrounding
communities for individual customer consultations.
An in-house call centre is available to handle telephone enquiries, and the newly designed website
www.wienenergie.at offers a comprehensive range of
information and services. In addition, Wien Energie

offers its customers the chance to perform an online
energy-saving check at www.energiesparcheck.at
Wiener Stadtwerke offers energy management services
for business customers. This involves experts from Wien
Energie inspecting the existing equipment such as
heating or control systems in order to improve the efficiency ratio or find untapped energy-saving options. In
this way, they cut energy costs and help to raise awareness of how energy is used.

FACILITY MANAGEMENT
Much more than a caretaker: The Wien Energie subsidiary Energiecomfort is one of the top three providers in
the domestic market of facility management. Energiecomfort offers customised, all-inclusive solutions relating to the technical, infrastructural, commercial and
structural management of real estate. All from a team

of experts that manages all of a building’s technical systems such as the heating, ventilation, air-conditioning,
sanitary and electrical systems, as well as all structural
and safety equipment.

WIENER STADTWERKE

T

wo transport companies belong to Wiener
Stadtwerke:
Wiener
Linien
and
Wiener
Lokalbahnen. Both transport companies are over 100
years old (see image on the next page).
The two transport companies employ around 9,000
people, with most of them working at Wiener Linien.
Not only does Wiener Linien operate Vienna’s five
underground lines, 29 tram lines and 115 bus lines but
it also assumes responsibility for all transport management tasks such as planning operating times and journey intervals, or line and stop planning for all transport
carriers.

Wiener Lokalbahnen (WLB) operates a twin-track,
completely electrified railway line between Vienna
and Baden. Within the city limits, the infrastructure of
Wiener Linien is also used. It also operates three bus
lines between Vienna and Baden as well as in the area
surrounding Vienna. Wiener Lokalbahnen Verkehrsdienste offers possibilities to transport people who suffer
mobility constraints. Wiener Lokalbahnen Cargo offers
goods transport services from the North Sea to the
Black Sea. The focus here is on block trains in combined
transport operations, which are currently performed
with a fleet of 26 locomotives.
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Milestones in Vienna’s range of mobility services

1865

1945

The first horse-drawn tramway
in Vienna from Schottenring to
Hernals enters service

Almost all of the 4,000 tramcars were
damaged in some way and almost 400
needed to be retired. None of the 130
buses were operational

1946

1883

Joint general management team for
Wiener Städtische Elektrizitätswerke,
Wiener Städtische Gaswerke and
Wiener Städtische Verkehrsbetriebe

Vienna’s first steam-powered
tramway line opens

1888

1922

Wiener Lokalbahnen AG is
founded

End of the steam-powered
tramway

1976

1949

Wiener Stadtwerke is founded by
combining the three municipal
companies Elektrizitätswerke,
Gaswerke and Verkehrsbetriebe

Regular underground operations begin

1986

Tram museum opens

1897

The first section of Vienna’s
first electrical tramway is
commissioned

1902

“Gemeinde Wien – Städtische
Straßenbahnen” is founded

1925

“Wiener elektrischen
Stadtbahn” enters
service

1960

Wipark is founded

1907

1988

Work begins to fit the fleet of buses
with catalytic converters

1968

Urban bus operations start

2013

City council passes a resolution
to build the Vienna underground network

U2 is extended to
Seestadt Aspern

2014

1966

New ‘Remise’
transport museum
opens

The first underground tramway
‘UStrab’ is commissioned

1999
1903

Trams almost entirely electrified
and owned by the city; end of
the horse-drawn tramway

Wiener Stadtwerke is carved
out of the city’s administration – Verkehrsbetriebe
becomes Wiener Linien.
STPM-Städtische Parkraummanagement GesmbH is
founded.

1964

Conductor-less tramcars taken
into service

1963

Work begins to adapt the fleet
of buses to run on liquefied gas

1995

The ‘ULF’ (Ultra Low Floor) generation
of trams enters service
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ON TRACK FOR A BILLION
PASSENGERS
Wiener Linien transports several hundred million people every year. A new record was reached in 2014 with
931 million passengers. The target of ‘one billion passengers’ is drawing ever closer.
This is in addition to 14.6 million passengers that
Wiener Lokalbahnen transported in 2014, according to
its own statistics.
The number of passenger kilometres is also another
important key figure for measuring performance in
public transport. It refers to the total of all passenger
carrying capacity offered by a transport provider on
a particular route travelled using a specific means of

transport. No account is taken of whether these services are used or not. Both transport companies were
able to steadily increase the number of their passenger
kilometres over the past few years.
The number of annual season tickets rose from 582,000
in 2013 to approximately 648,000 in 2014. This corresponds to an increase of over 11 percent.

Development of Wiener Linien’s passenger numbers in millions per year

1,000

931

THE FLEET OF VEHICLES FOR
PASSENGER TRANSPORT

900

The fleet of vehicles for passenger transport incorporates around 2,070 vehicles operated by Wiener
Linien and some 150 vehicles operated by Wiener
Lokalbahnen; around 2,200 vehicles in total.

907

900

2012

2013

875
839
800
793
747

Passenger kilometres of Wiener Linien and Wiener Lokalbahnen

725

Passenger kilometres in millions

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

Wiener Linien

19,479

18,859

18,390

18,181

17,444

527

525

526

522

508

20,007

19,384

18,916

18,703

17,953

Wiener Lokalbahnen
Total

Minimal deviations in totals due to rounding differences

700
688

600
1995

2000

2005

2007

2010

2011

2014
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Wiener Linien’s fleet of vehicles
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2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

High-floor tram trailer units

204

219

230

240

251

High-floor tramcars

232

256

271

286

305

Ultra-low-floor tramcars

287

269

245

234

216

U6 line underground trains

144

124

124

124

124

Wiener Lokalbahnen’s fleet of vehicles

U1-U4 line underground trains

738

734

722

738

724

Traction units

Ultra-low-floor buses

462

469

469

480

496

Total

2,067

2,071

2,061

2,102

2,116

Barrier-free

1,631

1,596

1,560

1,576

1,560

79%

77%

76%

75%

74%

Proportion barrier-free

of which ultra-low-floor traction units
Buses
of which ultra-low-floor buses
Minibuses and coaches

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

41

41

43

43

45

14

14

14

14

14

22

24

23

23

21

17

17

16

16

14

88

98

104

130

57
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Much of my work is
behind the scenes.
Because people
quickly get used
to reliability
and cleanliness.
Mario M.
Facility Manager, Energiecomfort/Hauscomfort

08:42
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CAR PARKS

W

iener Stadtwerke is not only responsible for the
public transport in Vienna, but it also offers services for stationary vehicles. Underground car parks
located close to the heart of the city help to preserve
the integrity of the old city centre. They help to keep
areas free for green spaces, playgrounds, pedestrian
zones and revitalised historical squares. Car parks and
Park & Ride facilities on the outskirts of the city enable
commuters to reach the city centre quickly, conveniently and congestion-free without their cars. This helps
to reduce the level of car traffic in the inner city.

The core of the group of car parks is WIPARK
Garagen GmbH. It was founded in 1960, acquired by
Wiener Stadtwerke in 2009 and merged with the former STPM-Städtische Parkraummanagement GmbH
in 2012. Wipark is one of the leading car park operators in Austria. It runs almost 50 company-owned car
parks with over 12,000 parking spaces, and operates
a further 20 or so third-party-owned car parks with well
over 6,000 additional parking spaces. The company
employs over 60 people.

Wipark car parks and parking spaces

Wipark
Car parks owned
Parking spaces owned (incl. leased)
Car parks managed
Parking spaces managed

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

48

40

42

36

37

12,346

10,430

11,797

11,009

11,024

20

20

22

26

23

6,892

6,134

7,304

8,225

7,240

Westbahnhof: Wipark meets street art
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Services in the funerals and cemeteries segment (coffin and urn interments, extensions of burial plot renewals)

50,000

40,000

30,000

FUNERALS AND CEMETERIES

T

he
division
companies
Bestattung Wien GmbH and
Friedhöfe Wien GmbH are held
under the umbrella of B&F Wien –
Bestattung und Friedhöfe GmbH.
Over 700 people are employed in
this segment.
Bestattung Wien is the largest
company of its kind in Austria and
one of the largest in Europe. Since
being founded, the company has
performed over two million funerals

and organised repatriations worldwide. In addition, Bestattung Wien
also offers services in upstream
and downstream areas. By way of
example, the company has been
offering free seminars to help surviving relatives cope with their grief
since 2005.
Friedhöfe Wien manages 46 cemeteries in the city with more than
525,000 graves over an area of
around 5.2 km2. This also includes

20,000

the Vienna Central Cemetery in
Simmering, which was opened in
1874. This is Vienna’s largest and
Europe’s second largest cemetery,
with an area of around 2.5 km2. In
addition to this, Friedhöfe Wien
operates a cemetery gardener business and a stonemasory workshop.
Furthermore, in October 2014, the
new funeral museum was opened
at the Vienna Central Cemetery.

20,143

19,071

19,126

18,258

18,077

10,000

2014
Funeral services

2013
Cemetery services:

2012
Coffin interments

2011
Urn interments

2010
Plot renewals
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Municipal cemeteries in Vienna and their year of opening
41 Stammersdorf, local
42 Stammersdorf, central

43 Strebersdorf

13 Großjedlersdorf
45 Süßenbrunn

22 Jedlesee
27 Leopoldau

15 Heiligenstadt
12 Grinzing
38 Sievering
35 Pötzleinsdorf
6 Döbling

31 Neustift

7 Dornbach
14 HadersdorfWeidlingau
20 Hütteldorf

5 Breitenlee

19 Hirschstetten

11 Gersthof
16 Hernals

40 Stadlau

34 Ottakring

2 Aspern

9 Eßling

4 Baumgarten

32 Ober-St. Veit
18 Hietzing
30 Meidling
26 Lainz
17 Hetzendorf
1 Altmannsdorf
29 Mauer

23 Kagran

39 Simmering
10 Simmering crematorium
24 Kaiserebersdorf

44 Südwest

25 Kalksburg
36 Rodaun

3 Atzgersdorf

46 Vienna Central Cemetery

21 Inzersdorf

8 Erlaa
28 Liesing

33 Oberlaa

37 Siebenhirten

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Altmannsdorf
1784
Aspern
1892
Atzgersdorf
1825
Baumgarten
1874
Breitenlee
1909
Döbling
1885
Dornbach
1883
Erlaa
1869
Eßling
after 1789
Simmering crematorium
1922
Gersthof
1880
Grinzing
1830
Groß-Jedlersdorf
1885
Hadersdorf-Weidlingau
1875
Heiligenstadt
1873
Hernals
1872

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Hetzendorf
1784
Hietzing
1787
Hirschstetten
1872
Hütteldorf
1811
Inzersdorf
around 1784
Jedlesee
1873
Kagran
1887
Kaiserebersdorf, before 1681
Kalksburg
1892
Lainz
1876
Leopoldau
around 1489
Liesing
1784
Mauer
1867
Meidling
1862
Neustift
1880
Ober-St. Veit
1876

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

Oberlaa
1833
Ottakring
before 1230
Pötzleinsdorf
1785
Rodaun
1783
Siebenhirten
around 1780
Sievering
1885
Simmering
Middle Ages
Stadlau
1875
Stammersdorf, local
1833
Stammersdorf, central
1903
Strebersdorf
1878
Südwest
1921
Süßenbrunn
1893
Vienna Central Cemetery 1874

“Life in Vienna does not stop after death.
We provide help, support and ensure a
dignified farewell.”
Michaela R.
Customer Care, Bestattung Wien
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Milestones in Vienna’s funeral services

1907

The City of Vienna acquired the two
largest funeral companies in Vienna
‘Erste Wiener Leichenbestattungs-Anstalt Entreprise des pompes funebres’ and ‘Concordia’. The
‘Stadt Wien – Städtische Leichenbestattung’ municipal company
began operations on 1 July 1907

1967

A funeral museum was opened
on 14 June at the Goldeggasse
head office to celebrate the
60th anniversary of the company’s founding.

1919

Coffin production began in a
dedicated coffin factory

2004

The coffin production operations
became a limited
company (GmbH)
and a wholly
owned subsidiary
of Bestattung Wien
under the name
Sargerzeugung
Atzgersdorf.

1969

Crematorium reopened in
Vienna’s Simmering district

1999

Bestattung Wien was carved out of
Wiener Stadtwerke and reorganised
into Bestattung und Friedhöfe Wien
GmbH as a subsidiary of Wiener
Stadtwerke Holding AG

1950/51

Städtische Bestattung took over
all private funeral companies

1952

Städtische Bestattung became
the fourth company to be incorporated into Wiener Stadtwerke

2008

Municipal Department
43 – Municipal Cemeteries
became part of Wiener
Stadtwerke as of 1 January
2008, organised as
Friedhöfe Wien GmbH and
Krematorium Wien GmbH

2010

Wiener Stadtwerke funeral and
cemeteries division was reorganised:
Several subsidiaries are housed
under the umbrella of B&F Wien –
Bestattung und Friedhöfe GmbH,
including Bestattung Wien GmbH
and Friedhöfe Wien GmbH

2012

Bestattung Wien GmbH and
Friedhöfe Wien GmbH moved
into a new head office opposite
the Vienna Central Cemetery
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WienIT AND HOLDINGS

W

iener Stadtwerke also owns a number of other
smaller companies such as WienIT, WienCom
and Immobilien-Beteiligungen.
A stable and fully functional IT infrastructure, as well as
optimum IT support, is essential to the commercial success of a large group like Wiener Stadtwerke. For this
reason, WienIT was founded in 2003. The approx. 240
employees ensure that the Group can rely on high-performance and cost-effective IT solutions. WienIT operates two data centres.
WienCom is the in-house media agency of the Wiener
Stadtwerke Group. It is responsible for media planning
for all Group companies, from Wiener Linien to Wien

Energie. WienCom puts together the right media mix
for every campaign.
Wiener Stadtwerke is involved in various development projects. These include IWS TownTown AG –
Austria’s largest high-rise PPP project, in which Wiener
Stadtwerke holds 44 percent. In 2003, a series of buildings was built over the undergroud train sidings in Erdberg. The development, called TownTown, features
numerous offices, shops and leisure facilities, Wiener
Stadtwerke and a number of Group companies are
headquartered here. The TownTown project has not
yet been completed. The final tower at the eastern
end of the area, the ORBI Tower, is due to be completed by 2017.

The Wiener Stadtwerke head office at TownTown.
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Financial details in EUR million

KEY FINANCIAL INDICATORS

C

ommercial success is the foundation of a healthy company
and an obligation to the company’s
owner, the City of Vienna.
Wiener Stadtwerke closed out 2014
with a net profit of EUR 20 million.
This financial result, which was
considered very satisfactory given
the persistently difficult underlying
conditions prevailing in the energy
sector, was presented in May 2015.
The warmest winter on record coupled with low electricity prices were
responsible for turnover falling
from around EUR 3 billion to EUR
2.9 billion. Nevertheless, Wiener
Stadtwerke was able to post a
positive result due to the fact

that measures to improve energy
efficiency in the core business
were introduced in time. Wiener
Stadtwerke invested more in 2014
than ever before, with a record volume of EUR 870.5 million.
The Group’s total assets rose by
EUR 180 million compared to the
prior year, to EUR 13.6 billion. Its
equity ratio was also up slightly on
2013 and is now at 35.2 percent
(2013: 34.4 percent). The cost of
materials and services dropped
considerably in 2014, while personnel expenses remained virtually
unchanged on the level seen in
2013. Depreciation and amortisation in 2014 were well below the

Financial details
level of the prior year. Impairment
charges relating to unscheduled
write-downs of thermal power plant
assets needed to be taken in 2013.
These write-downs had become
necessary due to the high gas
price and the low electricity price in
wholesale markets.
In contrast to other large European energy providers, Wiener
Stadtwerke was able to remain a
reliable employer for 16,100 people, despite the upheaval in the
energy market. The headcount
remained stable and even rose
slightly in 2014.

WIENER STADTWERKE’S MISSION STATEMENT

W

iener Stadtwerke works to maintain and improve quality of life in Vienna by looking ahead, and to create
lasting values for its customers and employees. It faces the challenge posed by the future and intends to
further expand on its position as Austria’s largest municipal infrastructure service provider.

2014

2013

2012*

2011

2010

2,904.8

3,044.4

3,755.8

3,058.7

3,060.8

62.2

81.7

76.5

63.6

61.8

Other operating income

692.6

696.6

682.6

602.3

593.9

Operating performance

3,659.6

3,822.7

4,534.9

3,724.6

3,716.4

Cost of materials and services

-1,430.8

-1,650.4

-2,080.3

-1,627.1

-1,640.2

Personnel expenses

-1,165.4

-1,166.6

-2,005.0

-1,065.4

-1,040.7

Depreciation and amortisation

-517.9

-787.4

-655.1

-514.8

-533.8

Other operating expenses

-576.1

-603.9

-673.4

-591.1

-567.9

-30.6

-385.7

-879.0

-73.8

-66.2

Consolidated financial result

50.8

55.1

-32.1

89.1

87.4

Group EBT

20.1

-330.6

-911.1

15.3

21.2

Consolidated profit/loss for the year after
minority interests

20.0

-330.7

-911.1

17.1

24.7

Consolidated balance sheet profit

101.7

103.8

52.0

Turnover
Changes in inventory and own work
capitalised

Group EBIT

0.0

-788.6

* Due to the change in the balance sheet date, the 2012 figures for the energy segment relate to five quarters
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I decide how I get about.
In Vienna I have a
maximum of options.
Alina J.
Customer of the Wipark bicycle garage Kennedybrücke

10:04
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“The term ‘essential public services’ refers to the specific issues for people in towns

WIENER STADTWERKE’S
CONTRIBUTION TO
ESSENTIAL PUBLIC
SERVICES

and cities relating to the supply of affordable services of the highest possible quality
in their living environment in towns and cities.”
Mayor Michael Häupl, President of the Austrian Association of Cities and Towns and
President of the Council of European Municipalities and Regions (CEMR) from 2004 to 2010

Wiener Stadtwerke guarantees the supply of energy and mobility for the population of the Greater Vienna area.
As a publicly owned service provider, it places particular emphasis on general benefits, which are measured on
the basis of criteria such as security of supply, amenability, accessibility, affordability, service quality and customer
satisfaction, as well as adherence to environmental and social standards. In other words: quality of life. This is what
Wiener Stadtwerke stands for.

ESSENTIAL PUBLIC SERVICES – WHAT DOES THIS MEAN?
BASIC NEEDS AND UNIVERSAL SERVICE

P
ESSENTIAL PUBLIC SERVICES – WHAT DOES THIS MEAN?
SECURITY OF SUPPLY IN THE ENERGY SECTOR
SECURITY OF SUPPLY FOR PUBLIC TRANSPORT
MAINTAINING ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL STANDARDS

49
52
71
88

roviding essential public services means ensuring
that every citizen has equal access to all services
and facilities required for everyday life. These include
water, energy, mobility, telecommunications and internet, radio and postal services as well as education, culture and medical services. Not only do these essential
public services satisfy elementary basic needs but they
also enable everyone to participate in life as a community. This is what it is all about when it comes to the
well-being of a community.

Providing essential public services also means ensuring that the services in question are affordable. They
should be offered at a fair price. Even in places where
it actually does not make commercial sense, where no
profits are to be made and where even subsidies may
be required. Providing essential public services cannot
therefore be reconciled with short-term profit expectations. Providing essential public services is a prime
example of solidarity. It is the basis of cohesion in our
society.
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MUNICIPAL RESPONSIBILITY

I

n the past, many municipalities have privatised services such as the delivery of energy or water. In return,
they expected falling costs, lower prices and/or a better
quality of service. Often these expectations went unfulfilled and even the opposite happened. And the profits
made by the private companies evaporated instead of
flowing back into the community, in the form of investments and jobs. If investments were made, then these
were not always in the interests of the municipality.
Vienna has always been different. The well-being
of the community, and not short-term profits, has
always been the focus in Vienna. This is why Wiener
Stadtwerke has always been wholly owned by the
City of Vienna. This is the only way the City of Vienna
can have a direct influence on Wiener Stadtwerke to
ensure it also fulfils its role when implementing all
of the city’s important strategies and programmes.
Examples include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The KliP II climate protection programme
The Master Transport Plan (MPV)
The Urban Development Plan (STEP)
The Energy Strategy
The Urban Energy Efficiency Programme (SEP) or
The Renewable Action Plan Vienna (RAP_Vie)

Municipal companies such as Wiener Stadtwerke are
singularly affected by decisions made at the EU level.
The European Commission has wanted to liberalise
(open to competition) the provision of essential public services for many years now. This then often results

in the privatisation of these services. In the 2013 referendum, Vienna’s population overwhelmingly voted
to protect essential public services from privatisation.
In order to be able to better represent the interests of
Vienna regarding affordable and secure public services,
Wiener Stadtwerke set up a dedicated office in Brussels (Wien Haus) at the beginning of 2015. The aim is
to facilitate targeted networking and cooperation with
partners at the European level. Similarly, future topics
such as the development of multimodal mobility platforms can be better promoted in this way.

HIGHEST QUALITY OF LIFE IN VIENNA

V

ienna has never let the management of key essential public services out of its hands. This has certainly played a crucial contributing role in ensuring
that Vienna has such a renowned high quality of life.
According to a study by the Institute for Sociology at
the University of Vienna in 2013, 97 percent of people
interviewed ‘liked’ or ‘really liked’ living in Vienna, one
percent more than in the most recent survey conducted
in 2008. When viewed from an international perspective, Vienna is number one. In the so-called Mercer
study, the world’s largest cities are evaluated from the
perspective of employees sent to live in other countries by companies. The 39 evaluation criteria encompass personal safety and healthcare, water and energy
supply, transport services and other public services. In
2015, Vienna occupied the top spot for the sixth time
in a row, with the services of Wiener Stadtwerke playing
a major role here.
High quality of life in Vienna thanks to an excellent range of public transport services
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SECURITY OF SUPPLY IN THE ENERGY SECTOR

W

hen it comes to the supply of energy, both residential and business customers want security of supply above anything else. There should always be enough
electricity, gas or heating available when needed.
This requires

• sufficient quantities of available energy sources
• sufficient production capacity
• stable distribution networks

PRECONDITIONS

S

table distribution networks are particularly important when it comes to security of supply. Faulty or
overloaded high-voltage power lines, or incidents at
substations, can lead to widespread power cuts. This
means that care must be taken to ensure the regulated
operation of the electricity network and regular maintenance (inspection, servicing, and repairs) of power

lines, substations and other infrastructure. Moreover,
the entire system must be protected against third-party
interference. These requirements also apply to gas networks and district heating networks.
The Greater Vienna area enjoys 99.99 percent security
of supply. In order to continue guaranteeing this very
high percentage, various aspects such as availability of
energy sources, production capacities and network stability must be reconciled with each other. This is what
Wiener Stadtwerke stands for.
As we know, fossil (non-renewable) energy sources are
finite. On top of this, Europe and Austria do not have
enough of their own reserves, which means that currently over half of the total energy consumed in the
EU is imported. When it comes to imports, however,
there is a risk that the supply might be restricted due to
political or economic reasons (e.g. the conflict between

Russia and Ukraine). In order to safeguard security of
supply, overall dependency on fossil fuels must therefore be drastically reduced.
However, even renewable energies are not always
available everywhere. Solar and wind power depend
on location, time of day and prevailing weather conditions. Hydropower is also dependent on the climate
(low water levels). Similarly, the yield from biomass
depends on the climate as well as the availability and
productivity of the areas cultivated. Moreover, the cultivation of energy crops and food crops compete with
each other. This means that energy consumption as a
whole must be significantly reduced and energy used
more efficiently.

There must be sufficient energy capacity available to
meet the expected demand for electricity. However,
the level of energy output from production facilities
never reaches 100 percent of capacity. Power plants
may break down due of a technical defect or be taken
from the grid due to a planned inspection. They may
also stop producing energy due to fuel supply shortages. Wind power and photovoltaic installations only
achieve a fraction of their output capacities given that
neither the sun nor wind is available all the time. Low
water levels in reservoirs or run-of-river power plants
result in less output. In order to safeguard security of
supply, production capacities must therefore exceed
the highest forecast demand for electricity (annual peak
load). The difference serves as a safety reserve to compensate for shortages or power cuts.
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WIEN ENERGIE AND WIENER NETZE ENSURE THE SUPPLY OF ENERGY IN VIENNA

F

or more than 50 years, Wiener Stadtwerke has been
setting store by the Vienna Model (see page 15) to supply the Greater Vienna area with electricity and heating.
Its key components are
• The intelligent use of cogeneration technology
(combined heat and power) and waste incineration
to generate electricity and district heating
• The use of renewable energy sources and
• Comprehensive energy consulting on improving
efficiency
The illustrations show the supply areas and power plant
locations as of the end of 2014.

THE VIENNA MODEL TO ENSURE A
SECURE SUPPLY OF ENERGY
Highly efficient cogeneration power plants (combined
heat and power) form the centrepiece of the Vienna
Model. Some of the natural gas comes from Austria,
the majority from long-term supply contracts with internationally renowned trading partners. During the heating period, Wien Energie’s cogeneration plants achieve
fuel utilisation ratios of up to 86 percent. This is one of
the best performance levels anywhere in the world. The
European average for electricity production is not even
half of this value. However, Wien Energie has had to
reduce the electricity produced in the three gas-fired
cogeneration power plants in particular in the past few
years due to unfavourable conditions in the energy
market. This meant that more electricity had to be purchased despite the considerable increase in renewable
energy facilities.

Supply area and power plant locations in the Greater Vienna area
Danube power station at Greifenstein
power drawing rights

Photovoltaic plants

39 solar power plants in Vienna
and Lower Austria, of which 18
based on crowd funding

District heating plant
Leopoldau

District heating plant Kagran

Hydropower plant Nußdorf

CHP power station Donaustadt 3

Waste incineration facility with
district heating plant Spittelau

Wind farm Glinzendorf

Waste incineration plant Flötzersteig
Wind turbine Danube Island

District heating plant Arsenal
Power station site in Simmering
with CHP, heat storage, forest
biomass power, hydropower and
photovoltaic plants

Danube power station at Freudenau
power drawing rights

District heating plant Inzersdorf

Waste incineration plant at Pfaffenau
operational management

Supply area and power plant locations outside Vienna
Wind farm Unterlaa
Hydropower plant Opponitz

Hydropower planta Gaming 1&2
Waste incineration plant
Simmeringer Haide

For Vienna area see large map
Hydropower, photovoltaic
and biomass plants at Trumau
Inn river hydropower plants

Burgenland wind farms

13 small-scale hydropower
plants in Bavaria

at Zurndorf and Pama Gols

Electricity / district heating
Waste incineration
Wind power

Hungary

Lével wind farm

Hydro power
Solar power

Romania

28 small-scale
hydropower plants

South-Eastern Europe

nine small-scale
hydropower plants

Steinriegel wind farms 1&2

District heating, gas and
electricity supplies
Gas and electricity supplies
Electricity supplies
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Annual non-availability of the medium-voltage network in minutes / year1
15

2014

Germany
16

2013
2012

15
Switzerland
21

RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES
Renewable energies play an important role in Wien
Energie’s strategy. Wien Energie has set itself the target of increasing the total proportion of electricity and
heat produced from renewable energies to 30 percent
by 2030 (and to as much as 50 percent in the longer
term). This represents a major challenge given the current situation and the fact that, in 2012, over 80 percent
of electricity and heat was generated by fossil fuels. In
addition, the amount of renewable energy potentially
available in the Greater Vienna area is limited.
In recent years, Wien Energie has steadily increased its
production capacity using renewable energies. In 2013,
the focus was on building more citizen solar power
plants as well as optimising and enlarging existing facilities. Following this, in 2014, several new energy supply
models were implemented to decentralise the use of
electricity or heat from renewable energies. The aim is
to build wind farms, with a total capacity of 200 megawattselectrical (MEel) and photovoltaic projects with a total
capacity of 100 MWel, should have been built in Austria
by 2020.

WELL CONNECTED

W

iener Stadtwerke operates three networks to
supply energy in the Greater Vienna area:

• The electricity grid in Vienna, parts of Lower Austria
and Burgenland (more than 23,000 km)
• The gas network in Vienna and parts of Lower
Austria (almost 4,700 km within the operator’s
responsibility)
• The district heating network in Vienna
(around 1,200 km)

23
The Netherlands
27

28
Vienna

39
33

With these networks, more than one million private customers, 230,000 businesses and 4,500 farms in Vienna
and the surrounding area are supplied with electrical
power and gas, in addition to around 350,000 households and business customers for indoor heating.

34
Austria
31

THE MOST SECURE SUPPLY OF ELECTRICITY
Vienna’s electricity supply is among the most secure
in Europe. Vienna’s average system interruption duration index (ASIDI) has been less than 40 minutes for
a number of years now. The most common causes
for interruptions are third-party damage (e.g. excavators) – around 83 percent of the electricity network is
underground – or internal network-operator errors (e.g.
faulty circuits, overloading). The lowest value of all was
achieved in 2014, just 28 minutes.

67
Hungary
76

68
France
60

71
Sweden
84

In order to continue being able to safeguard the secure
and cost-effective supply of electricity, Wiener Netze
works tirelessly to optimise the electricity network.
For instance, it has been able to shorten the length of
power lines thanks to more, smaller substations, making operational management easier.

111
Slovakia
303
1

excluding exceptional events such as natural disasters
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SECURITY THROUGH A
MODERN GAS NETWORK
Wiener Netze’s gas network is around 4,600 km long.
This constitutes almost 12 percent of Austria’s total
distribution pipeline network of approximately 39,500
km. Over 50 percent of the entire network is inspected
by the pipeline network monitoring service in order
to safeguard the secure distribution of natural gas.
A 24-hour breakdown service with specially trained
employees and the required equipment ensures that
any problems in the natural gas distribution pipes or
at natural gas customer facilities are attended to and
resolved swiftly. Finally, investments are made on an
ongoing basis to expand and renovate the gas network
(see the section entitled ‘Innovation and investments
in the future’). Thanks to these measures, the average
unscheduled downtime in the gas network in 2014, as
in previous years, was less than two minutes per metering point.
SECURITY OF SUPPLY WITH
MODERN GAS STORAGE
In order to safeguard the supply of gas during times
of peak demand, supply interruptions and delivery
shortages, Wiener Erdgasspeicher GmbH replaced
the old spherical accumulators at Leopoldau with a
modern gas storage pipe system. This consists of
many parallel underground steel pipes in which gas
is stored under pressure, making it possible to store
larger quantities of gas in a relatively small space.
When there is a sudden spike in consumption, such
as during a cold snap, large volumes of natural gas –
up to 100,000 m3 per hour – can be made available
to households very quickly.

RELIABLE SUPPLY OF DISTRICT HEATING
Wiener Netze operates one of the largest district
heating networks in Europe. All of Vienna’s districts
are connected to the 1,212-km long system of pipes.
The hot water used to provide heating comes mainly
from the cogeneration plants, the Simmering forest
biomass power plant, the four waste incineration
plants and waste heat from the OMV refinery in
Schwechat. Additional district heating plants provide
small volumes of district heating, but are only used if
required. The district heating network transports the
hot water from the production plants to the so-called
converter stations at central locations in Vienna, and
then on to the buildings to be supplied with district
heating. Here, the heat is fed into the individual
heating circuits of individual customers.
District heating is reliable, convenient to use and
is characterised by offering good value for money.
If you compare the total costs involved with other
forms of heating, district heating stands out for its
lower investment, servicing and maintenance costs.
Furthermore, district heating conserves valuable
resources, reduces CO2 emissions and does not produce fine dust particulate matter. District heating is
much better for the environment than coal, oil or gas,
and uses up to 75 percent less energy. In Vienna, district heating saves 1.5 million tonnes of CO2 every
year – this is equivalent to the annual exhaust emissions of all private cars in Vienna.

Simmering high-pressure heat storage tank
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Our fleet is one of the
most modern in the
world. Our expertise
needs to keep up.
Oliver V. & Tatjana H.
Trainer and vehicle engineering apprentice, Wiener Linien

11:52
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Total costs of heating and hot water in Vienna

1,778

Oil-fired central heating
1,642

Pellet-fired central heating
1,396

Gas-fired central heating
Not thermally renovated

E

Wien Energie has been able to keep the energy price
for electricity unchanged for more than four years. It
was further reduced in 2013 – despite inflation and
volatile prices for primary energy sources. The Optima
Float tariff was even cut 45 times.

1,399

Oil-fired central heating

FAIR ENERGY PRICES
nergy has a price. Wiener Stadtwerke endeavours
to ensure fair prices for consumers; however this
is difficult when it comes to electricity and gas. Only
approximately 36 percent of the price paid by the customer for a kilowatt hour of electricity is attributable to
the actual energy price. Around 37 percent is for taxes
and fees and the remaining 27 percent for the regular
system charge.

1,145

District heating

1,336

Pellet-fired central heating

In order to meet the demands of customers for flexible
tariffs, Wien Energie introduced the OPTIMA Float tariff. This tariff is based on the Austrian Electricity Price
Index (ÖSPI). It is adjusted every month in line with the
market price development. In contrast, the OPTIMA
Garant tariff offers customers long-term planning security. The OPTIMA Float Cap tariff is also based on the
development of the Austrian Electricity Price Index
(ÖSPI), but at the same time the price of electricity is
capped.

1,161

Gas-fired central heating
Thermally renovated

District heating

966

Oil-fired central heating

1,207
1,175

Pellet-fired central heating
Gas-fired central heating

Wien Energie also offers various OPTIMA tariffs for natural gas. The OPTIMA Float and OPTIMA Float Cap tariffs are based on the European Gas Index (EGIX).

Low-energy standard

District heating

1,086
785

Apartment, 70m2, in EUR/year (capital, operating and consumption costs incl. taxes and charges)
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SECURING UNIVERSAL SERVICE – EVEN IN CASES OF SOCIAL HARDSHIP

A

ccording to the EU, “[e]nergy
poverty occurs where a household finds it difficult or impossible
to ensure adequate heating in the
dwelling at an affordable price […]
and to have access to other energy-related services, such as lighting, transport or electricity for use
of the internet or other devices at
a reasonable price.” In 2013, some
229,000 people in Austria alone
were unable to keep their homes
warm enough. And this despite
the fact that the majority (128,000
people) had an average income
and ‘just’ 100,000 a low income. An
insufficient income is often compounded by debt, illness or a crisis
situation, or all at once.

Customer care centre at Spittelau

N

etwork operators have the
possibility to switch off the
electricity or gas supply – but only
after issuing a series of warnings.
However, turning off the power
does not really solve the problem
for the energy supplier or network
operator – they lose customers.
And it does not help the customers
affected by this hardship either – on
the contrary. It would be better to
have a solution that benefits both
sides. This is why Wien Energie
set up the ombudsman office for
cases of social hardship at the
beginning of 2011. Together with
social organisations the specially
qualified personnel (including qualified social workers) of the ombudsman office look after customers
who find themselves in situations
of social hardship and, at the same

time, affected by energy poverty.
The aim is to give these people
regular access to a supply of electricity and heat again and to ensure
that they can regularly pay their bills
again. To this end, the ombudsman
office has set up a systematic care
process. Affected customers may, for
instance, defer payments or pay in
instalments. By the same token, possible financial or material support is
coordinated by other offices as the
focus on just energy bills is often not
enough in cases of social hardship.
Since the beginning of 2011, the
Wien Energie ombudsman office
has looked after over 5,000 households. In 2012, it was nominated for
the SozialMarie, an award for social
innovation, in light of its work and
achieved fourth place.
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This is how much Wien Energie customers were satisfied in 2014 on a scale from one to five.

85%
80%
77%
of large customers

of household customers

77%

of business customers

80%
85%

... were very satisfied or satisfied

SATISFIED CUSTOMERS IN THE ENERGY SEGMENT.

V

arious surveys have shown that, over the past
years, three quarters of customers were very satisfied or rather satisfied with the services provided by
Wien Energie (see chart). In order to find out even
more about the wishes and needs of private customers, Wien Energie set up a customer advisory board in
spring 2014, made up of 25 independent, voluntary
members. The board usually holds meetings twice a
year, where the focus is on holding face-to-face talks
with Wien Energie’s Management to improve products,
processes and services on an ongoing basis. In this way,
the advisory board makes a key contribution to helping
the company become even more customer friendly and
improve its offerings on a continuous basis.
All households in the supply area served by Wiener
Netze will have access to a smart meter by 2020. This
new generation of meters will enable electricity consumption to be continuously recorded and transmit-

ted to the network operator once a day. Wiener Netze
installed approximately 3,000 smart meters at various
customers in 2014 in order to conduct a smart metering
test. This new generation of meters will enable customers to obtain detailed and up-to-date information about
their energy consumption for the first time. To this end,
Wiener Netze has developed a smart metering web
portal, which is user-friendly, clearly laid out and secure.
In addition, Wiener Netze is the first Austrian network
operator to give customers the opportunity to keep an
eye on their consumption data using a mobile app – at
a glance, on the road, easily and securely. While the
project was running, customer feedback was collected
through surveys, discussions rounds and an online
forum, and action was taken to implement some of the
recommendations too.

of business customers
of household customers

76%

of large customers

82%

81%

85%

of large customers

84%

of household customers
of business customers

79%

... would probably or very probably procure
electricity again from Wien Energie

... would probably or very probably procure natural gas again from Wien Energie

Wien Energie: high satisfaction levels among customers for many years

Satisfaction

Household

Business

Large customers

2014

80

77

85

2013

78

77

No metering

2012

76

71

82

2011

76

70

76

2010

77

69

79
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SECURITY OF SUPPLY FOR PUBLIC TRANSPORT

Y

ou do not need a car in Vienna – thanks to the
highly developed public transport network.
This is what Wiener Stadtwerke stands for.
In order to ensure a comprehensive range of transport
services with a view to safeguarding security of supply,

Wiener Linien is steadily expanding its network and
shortening intervals on a number of lines. In the case
of public transport, this can be seen primarily from the
degree of accessibility and availability, as well as on the
basis of the reliability and interconnectivity.

DEGREE OF ACCESSIBILITY AND AVAILABILITY

T

Real-time displays ensure the maximum flow of information to passengers

he degree of accessibility and availability of public transport in Vienna is particularly high. In 2013,
around 97 percent of Vienna’s population lived within
the catchment area of a public transport stop. This
means that the distance from the place of residence to
the next underground or surbuban railway station is no
more than 500 m or 300 m to another form of public
transport. Similarly, almost all destinations in the supply
area can be reached by underground, tram and bus.

For instance, almost 99 percent of all educational institutions and over 96 percent of all jobs are located close
to a stop or station.
In order to further improve the degree of accessibility,
the underground, tram and bus network is being steadily expanded (see the section entitled ‘Innovation and
investments in the future ’).
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“I can set my watch by Wiener Linien’s
timetable. There are no more excuses for
being late.”
Mandana T.
Culture manager

RELIABILITY AND PUNCTUALITY

R

eliability and punctuality of public transport are particularly important to Wiener Linien’s passengers.
Wiener Linien’s level of reliability is exceedingly high.
Indeed, reliability in past years has been 99 percent.
Interconnectivity is determined by the proportion of connecting journeys that were made at defined hubs at the
end of a day. Wiener Linien has also regularly achieved
levels of over 99 percent here for many years now.
In order to further improve the punctuality and reliability of public transport, a range of acceleration measures
have been implemented in cooperation with the City of
Vienna. By way of example, the traffic lights for trams
have been optimised at a number of crossings to help

vehicles get from A to B faster (in 2014, for example,
lines 1, O, 6, 62). Traffic lights were also improved for
several bus lines in 2014 (e.g. 14A) and a new bus lane
created (68B). Additional measures are planned in 2015
to accelerate public transport.
The frequency of services is also an important factor.
Since 2010, Vienna’s underground network has been
running around the clock on Friday and Saturday
nights, as well as on the nights before public holidays
– at fifteen-minute intervals. This additional service has
been well received by Vienna’s population, with over
58,000 passengers being transported every night.
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INEXPENSIVE FARES FOR PUBLIC TRANSPORT

W

iener Stadtwerke’s fares are affordable and fair,
and are based on the needs of its customers.
In May 2012, the City of Vienna and Wiener Linien
reformed the joint fare system with targeted reductions. The most significant change here was the reduction in the price of an annual season ticket from EUR
449 to EUR 365 (if paid in full by direct debit as part of
an annual subscription). Since this time, Vienna’s population has been able to use public transport for just one
euro a day. Men and women over the age of 60 can get
the reduced annual season ticket for seniors at a price
of EUR 224.

Offering the annual season ticket for one euro a day hit
the nail on the head regarding customer wishes. The
number of annual season tickets sold at the end of 2014
had risen to almost 650,000, up from 373,000 in 2011.
When comparing the fares in other European capital
cities, it becomes clear that fares in Vienna are generally
much cheaper than the average. At a European level,
Wiener Linien is one of the most affordable providers
of local public transport services. Passengers in many
other European cities are required to delve deeper into
their pockets for an annual season ticket: in Hamburg it
costs over EUR 900 and in London around EUR 1,600.

The annual season ticket is valid for all means of public
transport within Vienna (zone 100). It entitles the holder
to travel as often as they want on the underground,
trams and buses (with the exception of special rapid
bus lines), trains operated by ÖBB (e.g. suburban trains)
and on services operated by Wiener Lokalbahnen (up
to Vösendorf-Siebenhirten). Annual season ticket holders can also take a dog or a bike (just on the underground and suburban trains in Vienna) with them free of
charge. And the ticket also entitles the holder to have
two children1 accompany them free of charge within
Vienna on Saturdays after midday. Furthermore, every
annual season ticket holder is sent a booklet of coupons every year with a range of additional offers for
sporting, cultural and leisure activities, as well as for
bars and restaurants. Such offers include discounted
admission to museums and cinemas.

This low fare for the annual season ticket has remained
unchanged since May 2012, while fares for passengers
who travel less frequently have been raised slightly (by
EUR 0.10 per ticket). However, Wiener Linien remains
one of the most affordable providers of public transport
services compared with other, similar cities. The price of
a single ticket in Vienna, at EUR 2.20, is generally lower
than the prices charged in other large German cities
such as Berlin, Munich (both EUR 2,70) or Frankfurt
(EUR 2.75). In addition to this, Wiener Linien offers special fares for low-income passengers so that they can
use public transport as well. This includes children (six
to 15 years old), persons on national service and those
with a ‘P’ social pass, pupils and apprentices, students
residing in Vienna and senior citizens.

1

Boom in demand for Wiener Linien annual season tickets: Comparison of the increase in annual season ticket sales
800,000

648,000
600,000
582,000

501,000

400,000

325,000

346,000

356,000

373,000

303,000

200,000

Children over the age of 15 or at the end of the academic year in which they pass the age of 15 upon proof of school attendance
2005

2007

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013
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Vienna’s gas network is a
paragon of safety.
We make use of the
latest metering and
control technology to
ensure this.
Raphael M.
Gas safety technician, Wiener Netze

12:13
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ACCESSIBILITY

A

ccessibility is an important issue when it comes to
public transport and Wiener Linien has become
an example here in Europe. The company has been
working closely with associations for disabled people
and the responsible municipal departments for over 20
years. The aim is to enable people with special needs
to be able to use public transport by themselves and
without help from anyone else. A raft of measures has
been implemented in recent years under the motto
‘Mobility for all’, measures which not only serve people
with a disability but also other Wiener Linien passengers such as parents with pushchairs or elderly people.
All underground stations and vehicles, as well as all of
Wiener Linien’s buses, are accessible to people who
have difficulty walking, people in wheelchairs and people with pushchairs, etc. As far as the trams are concerned, over 50 percent of vehicles are already barrier

-free. The remaining high-floor trams that are currently
in service will be successively phased out and replaced
by new and barrier-free trams. 95 percent of bus stops
have platforms which enable same-level boarding. Barriers have been removed for 98 percent of lifts and 97
percent of escalators at underground stations and tram
stops.
Tactile guidance systems are a big help for blind people and those with visual impairments. Tactile ground
information is needed everywhere where blind and visually impaired people are unable to find their way using
the available orientation aids such as curbs, bannisters,
handrails, etc. Almost every underground station is
equipped with a tactile guidance system to help with
orientation.

Wiener Linien’s fleet of vehicles

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

Proportion of barrier-free buses

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Proportion of barrier-free underground units

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

55%

51%

47%

45%

42%

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

Proportion of barrier-free rail-bound units

34%

34%

32%

32%

31%

Proportion of barrier-free buses

77%

71%

70%

70%

66%

Proportion of barrier-free trams
Wiener Lokalbahnen’s fleet of vehicles
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In recent years, Wiener Linien has implemented a range of additional measures
to improve accessibility such as:
• a barrier-free website, wl-barrierefrei.at
• MofA (Mobility for All) – a certification procedure for barrier-free stations
together with Austrian federal railways (ÖBB) and the Vienna University of
Technology to evaluate the status of the absence of barriers, which can also
be used as a planning tool (more information: www.aat.tuwien.ac.at/mofa/
index.html)
• POPTIS – an indoor navigation system for blind and visually impaired passengers to improve orientation with audio announcements
• The public transport app qando, a routing system to find the optimum route,
which makes the departure times of all lines at all stops and stations, as well
as where ultra-low-floor trams are currently running, available to passengers.
• Quo Vadis – a tool to enable communication between the vehicles’ on-board
computer and the mobile telephones of wheelchair users, visually impaired
and blind passengers.
MUSIP – Wiener Linien’s multi-sensory infopoint – provides videos in sign language, audio-amplifying equipment, read-out functions, tactile planning fields
and buttons to enable barrier-free use. For instance, the control panel with
buttons and the QR code for the link to the qando routing system is at a height
suitable for wheelchair users and can also be used by blind passengers. The
QR code at the top of the monitor can be used to download and take away
images and plans including acoustic directions. MUSIP has since received the
2015 eAWARD and was awarded the 2015 national "Staatspreis" in March
2015 in the category for knowledge, education, news and information.
With a few exceptions, all of the stations operated by Wiener Lokalbahnen
(WLB) are accessible by wheelchair. 14 of the 22 stations are also already currently barrier-free for visually impaired people. By the end of 2019, every train
station should be equipped with guidance systems for blind people. In 2014,
the Möllersdorf and Baden Josefsplatz stations were renovated and made
barrier-free. These will be followed by the Neu Guntramsdorf, Pfaffstätten
Rennplatz and Traiskirchen Lokalbahn stations in the next few years. Work
to make the Baden-Landesklinikum station barrier-free was completed at the
end of 2014.

MUSIP – Wiener Linien’s multi-sensory infopoint
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Evaluation of Wiener Linien overall over time
Average on a scale from 1 (very good) to 6 (very bad)

Average

SATISFIED CUSTOMERS IN THE TRANSPORT SEGMENT

headcount

2.4

2.4

2.1

2.1

96%

95%

WIENER LINIEN CUSTOMER SURVEY
Wiener Linien regularly evaluates the satisfaction of
its customers. In the most recent survey conducted in
2014, passengers issued Wiener Linien with a glowing
report. Wiener Linen achieved a score of 1.8 on a scale
of one (the best) to six (the worst). This is the result of a
survey conducted by phone and online among almost
1,000 people in Vienna. Satisfaction levels among
Wiener Linien passengers have been very high for a
long time, and have continued rising in recent years.
Nearly 88 percent of the people interviewed rated
Wiener Linien as ‘very good’ or ‘good’, another 11 percent as ‘quite good’. Passengers are currently particularly satisfied with the underground train intervals, the
well-developed network and the mobile public transport app qando.
According to the survey, issues that are important to passengers also include better information during disruptions and cleanliness at stations and in vehicles. Wiener
Linien is working continuously to improve its services in
this area. In April 2015, Wiener Linien therefore launched
a two-month trial operation to improve the services
offered to its passengers. The aim is for 40 employees
to provide advice and support to passengers in vehicles

1.9

1.9

1.8

1.8

98%

97%

98%

99%

2%

3%

2%

1%

2011

2012

2013

2014

91%

91%

and stations. They provide assistance in case of disruption, answer questions about onward journeys or inform
about the right ticket. The service team also took care to
ensure that the house rules were being followed and, by
extension, to ensure cleanliness.

2.0

87%

Wiener Linien is working steadily to improve the flow
of information in case of disruption, such as making announcements in stations and vehicles easier to
understand in case of service disruptions. To this end,
information about disruptions, lifts and relocations of
stops is displayed prominently on Wiener Linien’s website. Moreover, information is also provided quickly via
Twitter and using the public transport app qando during disruptions.
It is not just the rising number of annual season ticket
holders that demonstrates the high level of satisfaction
among Wiener Linien’s customers (see page 75). It is
also reflected in the modal split. 39 percent of Vienna’s
population are using public transport every day for their
journeys. 20 years ago, the figure was just 29 percent
(see page 87).

positive
negative

4%

5%
9%

9%
13%
1996

2000

2004

2008

2010
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“This level of accessibility is unique.
There is nothing like it even in places like
New York, London or Milan.”
David R.
Hairdresser & stylist

WIENER LINIEN’S PASSENGER ADVISORY BOARD
In order to be better able to address the wishes and
suggestions for improvement made by customers,
Wiener Linien set up a passenger advisory board back
in 2004. The aim is to use constructive criticism and
suggestions to improve customer orientation further
still. The passenger advisory board collects the views
expressed by customers and forwards these to the
company. This gives passengers a channel that works
directly with the company and enables them to deliver
their requests effectively. Passenger advisory board
meetings take place every two to three months. The
minutes of past meetings can be accessed on Wiener
Linien’s website.

SATISFIED PASSENGERS AT
WIENER LOKALBAHNEN
According to a passenger survey conducted in 2013,
nearly 80 percent of passengers were satisfied or very
satisfied with the transport services offered by Wiener
Lokalbahnen. In order to further increase satisfaction
levels, Wiener Lokalbahnen is investing in the modernisation of its stops and stations, among other areas. In
2014, the Möllersdorf and Baden Josefsplatz stations
were renovated and made barrier-free. In addition, the
Oper and Baden Josefsplatz stations were equipped
with new ticketing machines in 2014, which are more
convenient to use and also enable cashless payment.
The new ‘Baden Landesklinikum’ stop was officially
opened on 15 December 2014. The 36th Badner Bahn
stop, which is also barrier-free, will in future provide an
optimum connection for the new Landesklinikum (provincial clinic) to the public transport network.
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MODAL SPLIT

T

hanks to the measures described above, the proportion of total journeys made by public transport (modal split) has increased successively since the
beginning of the 1990s – with passenger numbers also
rising (see page 29 in the section entitled ‘The Group’).
The public transport modal share was 39 percent
in 2014 and the aim is to increase this to 40 percent
by 2020. Public transport is the clear number one for
mobility in Vienna. The high number of passengers,
most recently 931 million, is due to the excellent current range of public transport services and the ongoing improvements in all areas of operation, combined
with the continued enlargement of the network. Only
by expanding the services offered will it be possible to
ensure the continued success of Vienna’s public transport system.

Vienna is growing – two million people will be living
in Vienna by 2030, with a further three quarters of a
million in the immediate vicinity. To ensure that Vienna’s population continues to opt for public transport,
Wiener Linien is implementing various measures to
expand and improve the public transport network. At
the same time, Vienna also intends to cut its energy
consumption and greenhouse gas emissions. It is therefore the job of Wiener Stadtwerke to connect outer districts and the surrounding area even better to the public
transport network. To this end, selected lines are being
extended and public transport services complemented
by new, simple, flexible and attractive mobility offers
(see the section entitled ‘Innovation and investments in
the future’). This should also help to prevent a further
increase in car traffic. This is what Wiener Stadtwerke
stands for.

Modal split – Vienna’s inhabitants’ choice of public transport mode in %
1993

2003

40

2014

36

28

29
3
27

28

Public transport

34

26

3

39
7

Bicycle

On foot

Car and motorcycle
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MAINTAINING ENVIRONMENTAL
AND SOCIAL STANDARDS

T

he owner of Wiener Stadtwerke, the City of Vienna, places great emphasis on maintaining high environmental
and social standards. This was reaffirmed once again by Mayor Michael Häupl during the talks on the free trade
agreement with the US, TTIP.

UN GLOBAL COMPACT

CODE OF CONDUCT

R

W

esponsibly-minded companies base their actions
on key internationally recognised principles and
guidelines. In particular, these include the ten principles
of the United Nations in respect of human rights, working standards, environmental protection and anti-corruption. Wiener Stadtwerke has long felt committed to
these principles and thus joined the UN Global Compact
in 2008. The UN Global Compact Communication on
Progress (CoP) is published every year on the sustainability portal www.nachhaltigkeit.wienerstadtwerke.at.

iener Stadtwerke has long seen itself as committed to the principle of anti-corruption. It expects
lawful and ethically unimpeachable behaviour from its
employees and business partners. Wiener Stadtwerke’s
Code of Conduct serves as a basis here. It provides
employees with orientation regarding how to conduct
themselves in a responsible and ethically unimpeachable manner.

Wiener Stadtwerke’s ten fundamental rules are:
1. Only business that is lawful constitutes excellent
business in the long-term.
2. Wiener Stadtwerke maintains a fair working
relationship with its partners and meets them
at eye level.
3. Wiener Stadtwerke respects the dignity and
individual integrity of all people, and
discrimination is actively prevented.
4. Assets and trade secrets of the Group companies
are protected.
5. There is no place for corruption and criminal acts.

6. Wiener Stadtwerke is committed to fair
competition and rejects any measures that illegally
prevent competition.
7. Wiener Stadtwerke ensures an excellent
accounting system. It does not get involved in
insider trading activities or manipulate the market.
8. Tendering processes and procurement procedures
are conducted transparently and lawfully.
9. The best possible price is obtained for the
company when selling major assets.
10. Wiener Stadtwerke reports every case of misconduct.
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In case of questions regarding the Code or if they believe
that it has been violated, employees should turn to their
supervisor or the compliance office in their Group company, or to the Group compliance officer.

INTERNAL CONTROL SYSTEMS

I

n addition to the Group’s Code of Conduct, quality
assurance and internal control systems ensure that any
nascent corruption is nipped in the bud. Nevertheless,
as is currently the case with other companies, Wiener
Stadtwerke is expanding the organisational measures it
has in place.

CERTIFIED MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Q

uality, safety and environmental protection require
clearly defined processes, not only to ensure that
laws are adhered to but also that the company’s own
requirements are met, while at the same time improving these on an ongoing basis. To this end, Wiener
Stadtwerke is expanding its management systems, which
are based on international standards, and is subjecting
them to certification. The Group-wide implementation of
management systems for quality assurance, work-related
safety and environmental protection is due to be completed by 2016.
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My work is part of the
process of saying
farewell.
I have a deep
respect for people.
Hasan Y.
Gravedigger, Friedhöfe Wien

14:22
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THE LOCATION FACTOR
Wiener Stadtwerke as an economic ‘drive’

Wiener Stadtwerke is an economically sound company that helps to boost the position of Vienna and the surrounding area as an economic hub through its investment activities and as an employer of over 16,000 people. The
population of Vienna benefits from these investments in several ways. These are the findings of a study conducted
by Wirtschaftsagentur Agnes Streissler on the macroeconomic impact of Wiener Stadtwerke.

VIENNA – A CENTRE OF BUSINESS

V

VIENNA – A CENTRE FOR BUSINESS
VIENNA IS GROWING
ADDING VALUE – THE STADTWERKE EFFECT

95
96
98

ienna is one of the ten most economically robust
cities in the world. At the beginning of 2015,
Vienna came in an excellent ninth place in the Global
Economic Power Index. This means that Vienna is front
of cities such as Stockholm and Toronto (10), Chicago
(12), Zurich (13) or Sydney (14). Places one to three are
occupied by New York, London and Tokyo. The Index
compares the 25 most economically robust cities in the
world using the following criteria: gross regional product, strength of the financial centre and global competitiveness as well as social equality and quality of life.
According to the 2014 Innovation Cities Global Index,

Vienna is the third most innovative city in Europe. In a
global comparison, Vienna occupies an impressive sixth
place behind San Francisco / San Jose (Silicon Valley),
New York, London, Boston and Paris.
Vienna is the city which offers the highest quality of life
around the world, and has been for years. This is one
of the reasons why Vienna is as attractive among international companies as never before. A new record was
achieved in 2014 with the arrival of 159 international
companies.
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VIENNA IS GROWING

V

ienna is growing – because the city is so attractive, for both companies and people. In order to
safeguard the position of Vienna, the city is adjusting
to this development, for instance in respect of the
range of affordable, extensive mobility and the supply
of affordable, safe and green energy (see the section
entitled ‘Essential public services’).

These questions were investigated by the Institute for
Social Research and Consulting (SORA), Vienna, at the
behest of the Vienna Chamber of Labour. It found that it
is particularly important for young people to have sufficient access to educational and professional opportunities: “If there is a high-quality range of schools and jobs
available, then young people like to live in the city.”

Vienna is becoming Austria’s youngest province.
According to demographic forecasts, the number
of people in Vienna between the ages of 15 and 29
will increase by 19,000 (+5 percent) and the number
of under 15s by as much as 40,000 (+16 percent) by
2014 (see chart on page 109). These young people are the key players of tomorrow. As a result, it is
particularly important to create the optimum conditions for them. What needs do young people have?
How can their quality of life in Vienna be improved?

Wiener Stadtwerke makes a key contribution to these
services. Not only does it offer over 16,000 people a
secure and attractive place to work (see section entitled
‘Attractive employer’), but it is also one of the largest
training companies in Vienna, offering over 400 trainees in 15 vocational training programmes the chance
to enter the working world. The training opportunities
offered by Wiener Stadtwerke are in high demand
among young people in Vienna. An average of ten
applications are received for every trainee position.
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Regional economic importance of Wiener Stadtwerke, model approach
for macroeconomic effects

ECONOMIC EFFECT = SUM OF DIRECT, INDIRECT AND INDUCED EFFECTS

ADDING VALUE – THE STADTWERKE EFFECT

I

n the past few years, Wiener Stadtwerke has achieved
a turnover of around three billion euros every year. To
this end, Wiener Stadtwerke puts emphasis on offering attractive jobs and ensuring that it has satisfied and
motivated employees (see section entitled ‘Attractive
employer’) And it also invests around 800 million euros
every year, mainly in tangible assets in the areas of
transport and energy. At Wiener Linien, the majority of
the investment is made in extending the underground
and purchasing underground trains, trams and buses.
Investment is also made in new buildings, stops and
infrastructure for Wiener Lokalbahnen. In the energy
division, investments focus mainly on the electricity
and gas network, as well as the expansion of renewable
energies. In the coming five years, Wiener Stadtwerke
is set to invest around four billion euros in further developing Vienna’s infrastructure (for more on this, see the
section entitled ‘Innovations and future investments‘
from page 106). Wiener Stadtwerke is an important
economic factor for the Vienna region as an employer
and an investor.

Economists calculated the importance of Wiener
Stadtwerke to the regional economy in 2013, taking
into account direct, indirect (value added among suppliers) and induced effects (greater consumer demand)
(chart).
This means that the Group generated an estimated
EUR 1.627 billion of direct added value. Studies
reveal that, through the value added for suppliers (indirect effect) and greater consumer demand (induced
effect), the economic impact of Wiener Stadtwerke
increases by around EUR 3.2 billion or 35,000 jobs. This
makes a total of around EUR 4.8 billion of value added
and almost 51,000 secure jobs in Austria.

Direct effects

Indirect effects

WIENER STADTWERKE

SUPPLIERS

• provides essential public services
(supply of energy and mobility)

• supply goods
• require preliminary services and invest

• requires advance services and invests

• employ people

• employs around 16,000 employees

• pay taxes and generate profits

• pays taxes and duties

income generated, taxes and duties levied are expended for goods and services

Induced effects

COMPANIES
• supply goods and services to private households and the government
• require advance services and invest
• employ people
• pay taxes and generate profits

Chart based on that of the Pestel Institute (2010)
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‘The Stadtwerke effect’ value added (in euros) and employment, triggered by the ongoing operations of Wiener
Stadtwerke

3.2 billion euros
value added from
suppliers

Vienna’s population benefits in particular because
Wiener Stadtwerke purchases regionally as far as possible. According to a study conducted by economic
researchers, 82 percent of the total value of all goods
and services purchased (excluding energy purchases)
comes from suppliers in Vienna. If you fully calculate
the direct value added together with the indirect and
induced effects according to the proportion of suppliers in Vienna, then six percent of gross value added
and 5.6 percent of employees in Vienna are in some
way linked to Wiener Stadtwerke.
In addition to this, Wiener Stadtwerke invests on average more than EUR 767 million in Vienna’s infrastructure every year. According to economic researchers,
this triggers a further EUR 900 million and safeguards
around 13,600 additional jobs. In total, this translates
into value added of EUR 5.724 billion and 64,300
secured jobs in Austria as result of Wiener Stadtwerke’s
ongoing operations in 2013.
Vienna’s population benefits in several way from the
value added of Wiener Stadtwerke. Such benefits
include attractive local jobs with fair pay, a secure supply at fair and affordable prices, and a great deal more
that contributes to quality of life. They also benefit
financially – even if this tends to be indirectly. This is
demonstrated by the example of the comprehensive

range of public mobility services. According to calculations by VCÖ, an average Viennese household spends
around EUR 1,200 less a year on mobility than an average household in other provinces due to the high proportion of public transport and the shorter journeys
to work and for shopping. According to economic
researchers from Wirtschaftsagentur Agnes Streissler,
this corresponds to around 5.5 percent of the average
net household income in Austria (EUR 21,807 a year).
Consequently, the wide range of public transport services in Vienna saves the approx. 870,000 homes in the
city over a billion euros in mobility costs every year.
Similarly, business customers also benefit indirectly
from Wiener Stadtwerke’s services. According to the
study conducted by the economic researchers, a onehour power cut costs Vienna’s economy around EUR 14
million. However, Vienna’s power supply is very secure.
The average interruption to the medium-voltage network in Vienna is less than 40 minutes a year (2014: 28
minutes). In many other European countries this value is
greater than one hour (see the section entitled ‘Essential public services’, page 59). This is further proof of
the high economic value of a secure supply provided
by Wiener Stadtwerke.

0.9 billion euros
value added from
investment in infrastructure

1.6 billion euros
direct value added

5.7 billion euros
value added in total

35,000
people employed
by suppliers

13,600
jobs from
investment in infrastructure

15,700
direct employees
excluding trainees

64,300
employees in total
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As soon as there is even a
slight breeze in Vienna,
it’s all systems go.
Go for green energy.
Lisa L. & David Sch.
Wind Power Team, Wien Energie

15:47
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INNOVATION AND
INVESTMENTS IN
THE FUTURE

Vienna is growing. Almost two million people will be living in Vienna by 2030, with a further 750,000 people in the
area surrounding Vienna. The City of Vienna and Wiener Stadtwerke are paving the way for this today and investing
in the expansion of the city’s infrastructure. This means that the people living in the Greater Vienna area can rely
on having access to a secure, affordable and sustainable supply of energy and mobility of the highest standard in
the future.

THE MAJOR CHALLENGES FACING VIENNA

C

limate change, urbanisation, population growth,
demographic change, new consumption and
behavioural patterns – current megatrends are presenting Vienna and Wiener Stadtwerke with major challenges.

THE MEGATRENDS ...
THE MAJOR CHALLENGES FACING VIENNA
INVESTMENTS IN INNOVATIVE MOBILITY SOLUTIONS
INVESTMENTS IN THE ENERGY SUPPLY OF THE FUTURE
BENCHMARKING

105
110
134
144

C

limate change will cost the Austrian economy as
much as EUR 8.8 billion per year, according to a
recent study on the economic consequences of climate
change for Austria1. This does not even include nega1

tive consequences that will affect Wiener Stadtwerke in
particular as well. These may include network collapses
due to peak loads (e.g. as a result of the air-conditioning
needs of large population groups during summer heat
waves) or storm damage to power lines. As a universal
energy service provider in Vienna, Wiener Stadtwerke
is particularly responsible for safeguarding security of
supply in the decades to come.
Urbanisation, i.e. the migration of people from the
countryside to urban areas, has gathered pace in
recent years. Since around 2007, more people have

COIN – Cost of Inaction: Assessing the Costs of Climate Change for Austria, 2015. http://coin.ccca.at
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been living in urban areas than in the country around
the world. Vienna is also affected by this trend. From
2015 to 2024, the (net) residential population of Vienna
is set to increase by ten percent, i.e. nearly 180,000
people more than today. In 2030, Vienna’s population
is expected to break the two million barrier, equivalent
to a quarter of Austria’s total population. In addition to
this, there will be three quarters of a million people in
the area surrounding Vienna. More people means more
living space required, more traffic and more energy
consumption (in absolute terms). In order to ensure that
the City of Vienna will still be able to meet its ambitious
climate protection targets, Wiener Stadtwerke must
create tomorrow’s infrastructure today for Vienna to
meet these challenges.
Population growth is also going hand-in-hand with
demographic change. Vienna’s population is getting
younger and older at the same time, as well as more
diverse. According to population forecasts1, there will
be a rise in the number of children and young people
in the coming years, particularly as a result of migration. Vienna is becoming Austria’s youngest province,
demographically speaking. At the same time, demographic ageing will increase in Vienna as baby boomers retire. The number of retired people will increase, if
perhaps not as dramatically as in the other provinces.
By the same token, society will become more diverse
in respect of cultures, religions and world views. For
Wiener Stadtwerke, this means that it must prepare for
this change both as an employer (see the section entitled ‘Attractive employer’) and as a service provider.
In doing so, however, it must not lose sight of the City
of Vienna’s overriding targets regarding climate protection or energy efficiency, in particular.
1
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The population is evolving, and with this also its
demands. Wiener Stadtwerke needs to optimise its
products and services for its older customers, particularly with regard to affordability, accessibility and
ensuring a gentle bridge to the digital world. In contrast, young people often have different values today
and display new patterns of behaviour and conduct.
They want to have a flexible and self-determined life
and working style. They focus on individualisation. They
prefer shared use (share economy), ‘using’ instead of
‘owning’. Lifestyle, ethics and sustainable consumption
are often more important to them than profit. They live
increasingly in virtual communities (Facebook, Twitter,
XING, WhatsApp ...) For them, everyday networking
and digitalisation is essential or ‘normal’. And they
expect this from their environment – e.g. free WiFi
everywhere, immediate access to data (download now)
and even intermodal mobility and paperless ticketing.

Change in Vienna’s population by age group, 2014 to 2024

45-59 years

T

30-44 years

VIENNA IS GROWING. ‘Population development in Vienna and the 23 municipal districts’
STATISTIK JOURNAL WIEN 1/2014 www.wien.gv.at/statistik/pdf/wien-waechst.pdf

+46,000

+5%

60-74 years

... AND WIENER STADTWERKE’S
ANSWER IS: INNOVATION
AND INVESTMENT.
he megatrends described above – climate change,
urbanisation, population growth, demographic
change, new consumption and behavioural patterns
– represent major challenges for Vienna and Wiener
Stadtwerke. Wiener Stadtwerke focuses on innovations
to master these, i.e. new ideas to cope with the technological, social and economic changes, and on making
these a reality, i.e. investments.

+37%

75+ years

+15,000

+6%

+23,000

+9%

+36,000

+5%

15-29 years

+19,000

+16%

0-14 years

+40,000

10,000

20,000

30,000

40,000

50,000

60,000
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INVESTMENTS IN
BETTER MOBILITY
2015

1

Wipark car parks Seestadt
Completion 2015

Around 1,200 parking spaces will be available at
Seestadt Aspern from summer 2015 due to the
opening of a further three car parks.

3
2017

U1 extension
Completion 2017

Ffrom Leopoldau to Oberlaa: In the next few years,
the U1 underground line will be extended southbound by a total of 4.6 km and five stations.

5

4

E-mobility is growing
Completion 2017

There are already 300 charging stations for
e-vehicles in operation in Vienna. The number
of e-charging stations is set to increase further
by 2017.

5

U2/U5 line intersection
Completion 2023

The new U5 and extended U2 will provide relief for
highly frequented lines, shorter journey times and
improved connections for commuters from 2023.

7

U4 expansion and modernisation
Completion 2024

2024

More convenience and the possibility to simply try out various forms of mobility. The new
WienMobil card was launched in spring 2015.

1

6

7

2 4

Work to renovate the historic Otto Wagner-designed Alser Straße station began in summer 2014.
Other stations will also be renovated by 2020.

6

2023

WienMobil card
Completion 2015

U6 revitalisation
Completion 2020

2020

2

No less than EUR 335 million is being invested by
the City of Vienna and Wiener Linien in measures to
improve the underground line U4 until 2024.

3
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INVESTMENTS IN INNOVATIVE MOBILITY SOLUTIONS

A

ccording to calculations by the Vienna University
of Technology1, Wiener Linien will transport some
130 million passengers more in 2030 than in 2012 (907
million passengers) – 100 million in Vienna and a further
30 million from the surrounding area. This would mean
more than one billion passengers a year, a number that
cannot be handled with the current range of public
transport services (see chart on the right). In order to
be able to continue bringing passengers to their destinations safely and quickly in the future, the existing
public transport network will be significantly enlarged
and modernised over the next few years.
Wiener Stadtwerke is already investing in innovative
solutions for tomorrow’s mobility. For instance, large
construction projects such as the U2 northbound extension from Aspernstraße to Seestadt has largely been
completed in recent years.

1

Between 2015 and 2019, Wiener Stadtwerke will invest
nearly two billion euros in enlarging and ensuring the
quality of the public transport services in Vienna –
exactly where this is required in the view of the urban
development plant (see STEP 2025).

STEP 2025
“The high degree of reliability of public transport in
Vienna is a major contributing factor to the high levels
of customer satisfaction and the explosion in passenger numbers. Reliability will be further boosted by the
modernisation measures being implemented for the U4
(project NEU4) and U6 underground lines.

5

underground lines

29 109
tram lines

bus lines

79 km

177 km

774 km

104

1,071

3,877

Stops

Stops

“The following projects have top priority:
• U1 extension to Oberlaa (by autumn 2017)
• U4 and U6 modernisation (by the end of 2024)
• U2/U5 crossing at Rathaus: new U5 line to Hernals
(Elterleinplatz) and U2 extension to Wienerberg.”

Harald Frey, Josef Michael Schopf, Manuela Winder: new, energy-efficient mobility in Vienna. Study by the Institute of Transportation,
Department for Transport Planning and Transport Engineering, Vienna University of Technology, June 2014.
Download: nachhaltigkeit.wienerstadtwerke.at

The Wiener Linien public transport network in 2013

Stations
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“The Vienna University of
Technology and Wiener
Stadtwerke are united by
the goal to ensure a city
that is affordable, has a
high quality of life and
enjoys long-term security
of supply. The synergies
coming from the joint
doctoral programme
URBEM – Urban Energy and Mobility System
– benefits both partners
and new scientists alike.”
Sabine Seidler,
Rector of the
Vienna University of Technology

U1 EXTENSION TO OBERLAA (2014-2017)

T

he U1 underground line is the
most heavily used line of Vienna’s underground network. It connects Leopoldau in the 21st District
(Floridsdorf) in the north of Vienna
to Reumannplatz in the 10th District (Favoriten) in the south of the
city. The track is 14.7 km long and
comprises a total of 19 stations,
four offering connections to other
underground lines, three to suburban railway lines and one to the
Badner Bahn.
According to STEP 2025, Favoriten
is one of the districts that will see

a particularly sharp rise in the number of inhabitants in the future.
As a result, the U1 extension from
Reumannplatz to Oberlaa in the
10th District by 2017 is top priority. The tracks will be lengthened
by 4.6 km and five new stations
added – all barrier-free, of course.
From 2017, the U1 will be Vienna’s
longest underground line, covering
19.2 km.
The extended U1 will then offer
the heavily populated urban areas
in the south of Vienna a quick
and direct route to the city cen-

tre, as well as a connection to the
high-quality public transport network. Passengers travelling from
Oberlaa will need only 15 minutes
to get to Stephansplatz with the
new U1, compared to 30 minutes
before.
When the final stop, Oberlaa,
is completed in 2017, a further
21,000 people will benefit from
the new route. These include people living in the south-eastern part
of the Hanson residential area and
the urban development areas to
the south of the ‘Donauländebahn’.
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Comparison of the lengths of Vienna’s underground lines from 2017

U1

By the same token, Therme Wien
and the campus of the Vienna University of Applied Sciences, with
almost 4,000 students, will be easier to reach with the new U1.
It is estimated that this mammoth
construction undertaking will cost
around EUR 600 million. Between
2015 and 2019, Wiener Linien will
have invested around EUR 370
million. A further EUR 73.5 million
is being invested in adapting the
existing track and renovating the
Wasserleitungswiese depot during

this time. This is located between
the Spittelau and Heiligenstadt stations and is where the vehicles for
the U1 and U4 are based. Some
maintenance work and small repairs
will also be made. This means that
around EUR 444 million will be
invested in extending and adapting
the U1 by 2019.
The underground work for the
first three stations after Reumannplatz began in April 2012. In the
second half of 2013, construction
work began on the next section of

track to Oberlaa. Such construction
work represents an inconvenience
for residents, businesses and traffic
despite the efforts made to prevent this. For this reason, Wiener
Linien has appointed a dedicated
ombudsman or ombudswoman for
each of the six construction phases.
He or she listens to the concerns
of those affected, provides information and answers any questions
relating to the underground construction work.

19.3 km

U2

17.2 km

U3

13.4 km

U4

16.4 km

U6

17.3 km

5 km

10 km

15 km

20 km
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U4 EXTENSION AND MODERNISATION ‘NEU4’ (2014 – 2024)

T

he largest round of modernisation work in the history of the Vienna underground began in spring
2014. By 2024, the City of Vienna and Wiener Linien
will have invested a total of EUR 335 million in the
so-called NEU4 project.
The U4 underground line links Heiligenstadt in the 19th
District (Döbling) in the north of Vienna with Hütteldorf, part of the 14th District (Penzing), in the west of
the city. The track is 16.4 km long and comprises a total
of 20 stations, six offering connections to other underground lines, four to suburban railway lines and one to
the Badner Bahn. The U4 is Wiener Linien’s third most
frequented line, carrying an average of 112 million passengers every year. However, it is also the least on time.
Although there are no more causes for interruptions
on the U4 than there are on other lines, interruptions
on other underground lines can be avoided simply by
switching tracks. This is only possible to a limited extent

on the U4 between Hütteldorf and Hietzing, which
means that even small disruptions can have a major
impact on the line’s operations.
For this reason, the entire line will be modernised in
the coming years. The tracks and track foundations will
be completely replaced in many areas, points replaced,
and stations and tunnel ceilings modernised. Additional track connections will make it possible to change
tracks in the event of disruptions, helping to improve
the reliability of the U4’s operations. Work will focus on
the western portion between the Stadtpark and Hütteldorf stations.
Wiener Linien has also set up a dedicated ombudsman
for those affected by the U4 work, who will listen to
their concerns. He/She will provide information and
answer any questions relating to the NEU4 project.

U4 modernisation

2014

Hütteldorf
Station renovation
Signal box
modernisation

Landstraße

2015

Ober St. Veit-Schönbrunn
Supporting wall
renovation

Karlsplatz

2015

2015

Schönbrunn-Längenfeldgasse
Installation of new track
connections

Hütteldorf
Ober
St. Veit

2016

U4 closure
Hütteldorf-Schönbrunn
(July to August)
Hütteldorf-Hietzing
(May to September)
Modernisation of tracks
and track foundations

Unter
St. Veit

Braunschweiggasse

Kettenbrückengasse
Margaretengürtel

Pilgramgasse

2017

Hietzing
Schönbrunn

since 2014
Meidling Hauptstraße
Signal box
modernisation

Stadtpark

Meidling
Hauptstraße

Längenfeldgasse

July/August
U4 closure
LängenfeldgasseKarlsplatz
Modernisation of
tracks and
track foundations

Stadtpark
Station
renovation
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U6 REVITALISATION (2014 – 2020)

W

ith a length of 17.3 km, the U6 underground line
is currently still the longest of Vienna’s underground lines. It connects Siebenhirten in the 23rd District (Liesing) in the south-west of Vienna to the 21st District (Floridsdorf) in the north of the city. The track runs
almost entirely overground and comprises a total of 24
stations, five offering connections to suburban railway
lines, three to other underground lines, and two to the
Badner Bahn.
Six of the eight stations planned by the famous Viennese architect Otto Wagner and opened in 1898 still
exist in their original state along the U6 line. These are
the Nußdorfer Straße, Währinger Straße, Alser Straße,
Josefstädter Straße, Burggasse and Gumpendorfer
Straße stations. These historic, Art Nouveau urban railway stations represent a valuable part of Vienna’s cultural heritage and are some of Vienna’s most important
attractions.

In 2011, Wiener Linien started to renovate the Otto
Wagner stations on the U6 line. Renovation work on
the last of the six stations is due to be completed by
2020. All the work is done in close consultation with the
Austrian Federal Monuments Office.
In addition to this work, other U6 stations will be renovated over the next few years. In 2014, work was
carried out on the roof construction, station entrances
and supporting structure of the Thaliastraße station. A
safety fence was built between the tracks at the Spittelau station. At the Michelbeuern station, the platform
(including the guidance system for blind people) will be
renovated by 2016.
Wiener Linien expects to invest some EUR 50 million
in the station renovation work along the U6, thereby
ensuring the preservation of the culturally and historically valuable buildings for the next decades while at
the same time improving their functionality.
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The new line intersection U2/U5 in Vienna from 2023

Leopoldau

U2/U5 CROSSING AT RATHAUS (PLANNED: 2018 – 2023)

I

t is now already impossible to avoid overcrowding on
some lines and at some stations during certain times
of the day – despite ever shorter intervals and new
vehicles. Wiener Linien has shortened intervals on lines
where this was still possible. However, the limits of what
is technically possible have been reached, particularly
on the U6 underground line and tram number 43. As a
result, the City of Vienna presented its public transport
investment package for the coming decade in June
2014. This includes the new U2/U5 line intersection.
The U2 underground line will be extended and a new
southbound branch starting from the Rathaus station
added. In 2018, work will begin on extending the U2
via Neubaugasse (U3), Pilgramgasse (U4) and Bacherplatz to the Matzleinsdorfer Platz railway station, where
passengers will be able to change to suburban trains
in the future. This new section of track is scheduled to
be opened at the end of 2023. The further extension of
the new U2 southbound branch via Gußriegelstraße to
Wienerberg is planned for a later phase.

The new U5 underground line will take over the section
of track used by the U2 between Rathaus and Karlsplatz
from 2023 and finish at Frankhplatz, near Altes AKH.
Negotiations began with the Federal Government in
2015 on the further extension of the U5 underground
line from 2023. The plan is to build a station near AnneCarlsson-Park (Spitalgasse/Währinger Straße), connecting at least seven tram lines (5, 33, 37, 38, 40, 41, 42) to
the underground ground network at once. The plan is
to then extend the line via Michelbeuern – AKH (giving
Vienna General Hospital a second underground link),
ultimately terminating at Elterleinplatz.

U1

Floridsdorf

U6

Heiligenstadt

U4

U2

Elterleinplatz
Ottakring

Seestadt

U5

U3
Hütteldorf

U5

U4

Karlsplatz

U2

This package of measures will relieve the burden on
heavily frequented lines in the foreseeable future. Journey times for commuters will also be shortened and
connections improved. At the same time, key transfer
hubs will be created at Neubaugasse and Pilgramgasse, as well as a new connection to the suburban
train network at Matzleinsdorfer Platz.

U3
Simmering

Wienerberg

U1
Siebenhirten

U6

Oberlaa
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For me, Wiener
Stadtwerke
means the supply of
energy, mobility and a
secure job.
Marija M.
Office clerk, Wiener Stadtwerke head office

17:09
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EXPANSION OF VIENNA’S TRAM AND BUS NETWORK (2018-2023)

2015

While the U2 and U5 underground lines are being
extended, the tram network will be lengthened by
around 18 km, as well as the network of bus lines.
This will provide further relief to lines that are already
heavily used, as well as improving the already high
degree of accessibility of most destinations in Vienna
and shortening journey times further still.
STATE-OF-THE ART VEHICLES FOR MAXIMUM
COMFORT
Wiener Linien has been investing in boosting the quality and comfort of its fleet of vehicles for many years
now. At the end of 2013, over 50 percent of its trams
were ultra-low-floor vehicles. Further ultra-low-floor
trams will be delivered until 2017 and, from 2018, the
first of 156 new ‘Flexity’ ultra-low-floor trams will enter
service in Vienna’s public transport network. During the
2020s, all trams will be switched to ultra-low-floor ones
and fitted with both CCTV and electronic passenger
information.
20 new Type T1 traction units have already been purchased to be put into service on the U6 line in order to
reduce intervals.
Half of Wiener Linien’s fleet of buses will be renewed
by 2016. All 223 new buses provide a higher level of

comfort. In addition to air-conditioning for hot summer days, the buses are equipped with exterior sliding doors, CCTV and LED interior lighting. Passenger
information monitors will inform passengers about disruptions in real time, among other things. In addition,
passengers can board and disembark more quickly,
improving the on-time performance of the line.
Between 2015 and 2019, Wiener Linien will invest
around EUR 350 million in new vehicles. Of this amount,
around EUR 134 million will be invested in buses, some
EUR 122 million in trams and almost 93 million in underground trains.
It is also important for passengers to obtain real-time
information when at stops and stations. Electronic time
displays are already available at 22 key transfer hubs.
In 2015, a further 32 stations will be fitted with monitors that provide passengers with information about
the upcoming departure times of trams, underground
trains and buses in the vicinity of the station. Currently,
more than 800 real-time displays at stops and stations announce the arrival of trams and buses, and the
time in minutes until the next tram or bus of a specific
line will come. Around 1,100 stops and stations, with
more than 1,000 departing passengers a day, will be
equipped with a real-time display by 2020.

Since the beginning of
the year, bus line 80A
has been travelling from
its previous final stop at
Schlachthausgasse (U3)
to the Neu Marx urban
development area.

In addition, the operating times
of bus lines 44A (Hernals),
45A, 46A and 46B (Ottakring),
53A, 54A, 54B, 55A (Hietzing), 80A (Landstraße) and 84A
(Donaustadt) are to be lengthened and intervals shortened.

Capacity on line 13A is
to be increased by using
large articulated buses in
place of the regular buses
used up to now.

An uninterrupted bus lane for the 15A (Wienerbergtangente) will make a significant difference
to passengers. As the city grows, the aim is to
then convert the bus line into the new tram
line 15.

2017

Extending the tram line O should enable access
to the Nordbahnhof urban development area.

2018

2019

Tram line D is to enable access
to the urban development area
around the main railway station up
to Gudrunstraße. There are also
plans to add further connections to
the Nord- and Nordwestbahnhof
areas by extending tram line O or
by creating a new combination of
lines 2 and 5.

The so-called Donaufeldtangente (tram from Fultonstraße to U1 Kagran) is
intended to enable access
to Donaufeld and provide
a direct, change-free link
between the 21st and 22nd
Districts.

Tram line 67 is to be
extended to travel via Reumannplatz and Monte Laa
to the ‘Süd-Ost’ residential
area. Tram line 25 is to be
extended through Seestadt and link up with the
U2 Aspern Nord station.
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TOTAL INVESTMENT IN THE
MOBILITY SECTOR 2015 – 2019

B

etween 2015 and 2019, Wiener Linien will invest
nearly two billion euros in ensuring a comprehensive and affordable supply of mobility in Vienna.
The largest single projects include:

• U1 southbound extension,
Reumannplatz – Oberlaa

EUR 370.2 million

• U2 Rathaus – Matzleinsdorfer Platz /
U5 Rathaus – Frankhplatz /
U5 Frankhplatz – Elterleinplatz

EUR 180.0 million

• U4 modernisation
Hütteldorf – Heiligenstadt

EUR 159.8 million

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT FOR INNOVATIVE MOBILITY SOLUTIONS

• U1 adaptation of existing track and the
Wasserleitungswiese depot
• U6 stations – fundamental renovation

EUR 73.5 million
EUR 39.0 million

EUR 822.5 million
Underground network investment

• Replacement of older buses

EUR 134.1 million

• Replacement of older trams

EUR 122.1 million

• Procurement of type V underground trains
(replacing type U)

EUR 93.3 million

EUR 349.5 million
Fleet investment

INNOVATIONS FOR MULTIMODAL
MOBILITY SERVICES
Wiener Stadtwerke is involved in a number of research
and development activities to provide mobility for the
future. The most important projects currently under way
are ‘e-mobility on demand’ and SMILE.
E-mobility is seen as playing a key role in protecting
the environment – provided the electricity comes from
renewable energy sources. However, there is a risk that
e-cars will result in an increase in car traffic. This would
be an undesirable effect. Several projects in the Vienna
e-mobility model region should determine the best
way to integrate the concept of e-mobility. This also
includes the model project ‘e-mobility on demand’,
which finishes at the end of 2015. The aim of this
project is to use e-mobility as a supplement to public transport, not as an alternative. To this end, Wiener
Stadtwerke is developing the conditions for a comprehensive range of e-mobility services for the Greater

Vienna area together with business and research partners. Individual e-mobility (e-cars and e-bikes) should
be closely tied to public transport through car sharing,
a situation that should be made easier by the WienMobil card, which has been available since March 2015.
More information is available at www.wienermodellregion.at
In the SMILE research project, work has been under way
since 2012 to develop an individual journey planner to
combine a wide range of different means of transport.
SMILE consists of an open mobility platform on which
the services of different mobility providers are integrated. All that will be needed to make use of this service is a smartphone and the SMILE app. This app can
be used to obtain information, make bookings and pay
on your smartphone for the combined use of different
means of transport. Around 15 mobility partners had
already been included in 2014.
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“First-class
infrastructure is the
prerequisite for a
successful business
hub. We share the
same goals in terms
of job creation and
equitable access to
opportunities.”
Testing
of
the
SMILE
mobility
platform
smile-einfachmobil.at and the SMILE app began in
November 2014, involving over 1,000 test users. The
SMILE app and mobility platform are prototypes that
were developed in the course of a research project and
are not yet market-ready. The aim of the pilot phase

was to become aware of errors and problems from the
point of view of users so as to obtain insights for the
project´s further development. It came to an end in
spring 2015. The evaluation phase then began with a
large-scale online survey of everyone who participated
in the test.

INNOVATIONS FOR BARRIER-FREE MOBILITY
The number of older and elderly people in Vienna is
set to increase considerably in the future. These people have a right to mobility like everyone else. This
also applies to families with small children and people
with some form of physical disability (walking, seeing,
hearing and speaking). As far as accessibility goes for
transport companies, Wiener Linien is one of the top
performers at the European level. This fact was recently
highlighted by disability lawyer Erwin Buchinger at the

2015 VIDA conference in Vienna. Over the course of the
past two decades, Wiener Linien has developed and
implemented a range of innovations to remove barriers
in cooperation with associations for disabled people,
such as POPTIS, qando or MofA (Mobility for All). The
company has already received numerous awards for its
multi-sensory infopoint MUSIP (see the section entitled
‘Essential public services’, page 78).

Christian Kern,
CEO ÖBB
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INNOVATIONS FOR THE
SMART SUPPLY OF ENERGY
1
2015

2016

Spittelau general renovation project

The Spittelau waste incineration plant processes 250,000 tonnes of waste every year.
The plant’s efficiency has been given a further
boost following a round of extensive renovation work.

3

District cooling at the
Main Railway Station

The refrigeration centre at
Vienna’s new Main Railway
Station is already cooling an
area of 400,000 m². Further
expansion is planned.

6
2018

Citizen solar power plants

Wien Energie’s 19th citizen solar power plant entered
service in May 2015.

Smart Campus

Almost 3,000 Wiener Netze
employees are due to work at
the company’s new head office
in Vienna’s Simmering district
as of 2016.

5

Pottendorf wind farm

The Pottendorf wind farm will
enter service at the beginning
of 2016, consisting of 15 wind
turbines with a total output of
42.9 megawatts.

1
6

3

4

Smart City Demo Aspern

Smart metering

In the very near future, smart meters will
replace conventional electricity meters, making
customers’ consumption more transparent.

7
2

Energy customers are the focus of the Smart
City Demo Aspern project. The findings are
used to help develop new approaches to user
interaction.

7
2019

4

2

5
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INVESTMENTS IN THE ENERGY SUPPLY OF THE FUTURE

V

ienna is growing – and with it the demand for
energy, in particular electricity. In order to be
able to meet this rising demand in the future, Wiener
Stadtwerke is investing in the expansion and diversification of its production capacities, and the enlargement
and modernisation of its networks and associated infrastructure (such as substations, etc.).

Back in October 2012, the Glinzendorf wind farm was
opened in Lower Austria with a total output of approximately 18.45 MW. Wien Energie holds a 50 percent
stake in this wind farm. Total investment came to
around EUR 27 million. The average production of 44
GWh is enough to meet the electricity needs of approx.
10,500 households.

concept and enables the population to actively help
shape the future of the supply of energy. Examples of
particularly successful projects include the largest inner
city photovoltaic installation at Wien Mitte or the citizen
solar power plant at Rosiwalgasse in Liesing. A biotope
for endangered animal species has been created under
the panels here – a model project for conservationism.

EXPANDING THE SUPPLY OF
RENEWABLE ENERGY

Wien Energie has nearly 50 photovoltaic installations
in operation with an installed output of ten megawatt-peak. 19 installations are projects with the participation of citizens. More than 5,000 people have
secured 23,000 panels of citizen solar power plants
up to now thanks to this model and profit financially
from their investment. In all cases, Wien Energie plans,
builds and operates the installations.

In 2013, work began to modernise the Opponitz hydropower plant from an environmental and economic
standpoint in accordance with the EU’s Water Framework Directive. The volume of investment here amounts
to around EUR 30 million. The new head-race tunnel at
Opponitz, which will also improve the efficiency of electricity production, is not due to be completed before
2017.

The continued interest shows that citizen participation
in connection with renewable energies is a successful

Between 2015 and 2019, Wiener Stadtwerke will invest
around EUR 383 million in expanding the production

Wiener Stadtwerke is concentrating on expanding its
production of energy from renewable sources so as to
reduce dependency on imports (of fossil fuels). The aim
is to increase the share of total electricity and heat produced from renewable energies to 30 percent by 2030
(and to as much as 50 percent in the longer term for
electricity).

of energy from renewable sources (wind, photovoltaics
and water) and invest in corresponding holdings. This
will increase security of supply for Vienna’s population
and, at the same time, help to protect the environment.

NETWORK EXPANSION
Wiener Stadtwerke is investing considerable amounts
in expanding and modernising its energy networks to
ensure that energy reaches its customers without loss.
ELECTRICITY NETWORK
Electricity should travel from the power plant to the
consumer with as little loss as possible, which is why
it is transported through a number of voltage levels. It
travels from the extra-high voltage network (220 or 380
kilovolt (kV)) via the high-voltage network (110 kV) and
the medium-voltage network (10 or 20 kV) to the urban
or community network. Electricity is converted from
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high to medium-voltage in so-called rectifier substations
and from medium to low-voltage in transformer stations.
Wiener Netze is constantly investing in expanding, modernising and maintaining its network of lines and switchgears so as to safeguard security of supply. By way of
example, the Essling substation was rebuilt to meet the
needs of the new ‘Seestadt Aspern’ development area
and to supply electricity to the extended underground
line to Aspern. Shorter power lines to six of the 23 communities in Marchfeld1 also increased the security of supply to these communities. At the same time the Aspern
substation, which was built in 1981, was expanded to
supply the Essling substation (upgraded from a switchgear) via a high-voltage supply line. Both substations
entered service in spring 2013. Total investment for
these measures amounted to EUR 36 million.
In order to boost security of supply, Wiener Netze is
investing around EUR 152 million in switchgears (substations and transformers) and a further EUR 138 million in
the network of power lines between 2015 and 2019.

1
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GAS NETWORK
PIPELINES
Around 20 percent of natural gas required in Austria
comes from domestic gas reserves, with the overwhelming majority being imported from Russia and
Norway, and some from Germany. Wiener Netze operates a gas network covering almost 4,700 km to distribute natural gas. Aside from Vienna, 14 municipalities in
Lower Austria are connected.
Natural gas is traditionally used for heating and preparing hot water. Natural gas is also used in power plants
to generate electricity and heat efficiently (combined
heat and power). It also supplies energy to cool and to
produce heat (district heating plants), as well as being
used to power vehicles.
Wiener Netze is investing around EUR 83 million
between 2015 and 2019 to expand and maintain its
gas network, thereby ensuring the secure and uninterrupted supply.

Groß-Enzersdorf, Mannsdorf a.d. Donau, Großhofen, Glinzendorf, Andlersdorf and Raasdorf

Security of supply is the trademark of Wiener Netze
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INCREASE IN GAS NETWORK PRESSURE
In order to be able to transport or store natural gas
in pipelines over long distances, it is compressed, i.e.
raised to a higher pressure (over 120 bar). However,
gas-fired appliances in the home may only be operated
with very low-pressure gas (approx. 20 millibar). For this
reason, the pressure of gas in the network is lowered
again from the mains transfer station to the gas customer. However, the lower the pressure in the network,
the less gas can be transported. In additional, seasonal
variations in pressure can have an effect very quickly
when gas is at a lower pressure, particularly at the edge
of the supply area and in elevated areas.
In order to improve the safety and quality of the gas
supply, Wiener Netze launched a large-scale project to
increase gas pressure in Vienna in 2012. This increase
in pressure makes it easier to compensate for fluctuations in pressure along the gas network. Moreover, this
improves supply quality and increases the capacity of
existing pipelines. The pressure in the customer’s system stays the same, however, thanks to the installation
of a corresponding pressure regulator.
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New, more stable gas pipes needed to be laid in the
gas network to be able to increase pressure from a
maximum of 22 to 60 millibar. To do this, Wiener Netze
sets store by an innovative method to lay pipes without
the need for extensive excavation work. Given that the
new pipes have a smaller diameter than the old ones,
they can simply be inserted into the existing network
of pipes. Not only is this technique cost-effective and
environmentally friendly, but it also keeps construction
noise levels and traffic disruption to a minimum. Pressure regulators are mostly installed at gas customers
while replacing old gas meters. These meters must be
recalibrated every twelve years and therefore replaced.
Pressure in the gas network should be increased wherever technically required by 2024.
Wiener Netze is set to invest around EUR 24.5 million
between 2015 and 2019 in the large-scale project to
increase gas pressure. This improves supply quality
and increases the capacity of existing pipelines.

HEATING NETWORK
District heating is one of the most environmentally
friendly forms of heating. The aim is to continue
expanding the supply of district heating and alternative forms of supplying heating efficiently. Wien
Energie intends to achieve a 50 percent share of Vienna’s low-temperature indoor heating market by 2030.
Wien Energie is set to invest almost EUR 32 million in
the further expansion of the heating network between
2015 and 2019. However, a much larger investment volume is earmarked to continue increasing the number of
district heating and district cooling connections. Wien
Energie will invest around EUR 119 million in this during the same period.
A particular focus will be placed on district cooling
connections as demand for air-conditioning has risen in
many places and will continue to do so. However, conventional air-conditioning systems harm the environment due to the amount of electricity they consume. It
is for this reason that Wien Energie sets store by a sustainable and environmentally friendly cooling method:
district cooling.

Wien Energie is pursuing two different concepts
with district cooling. In its decentralised approach, a
high-efficiency refrigeration unit is installed directly in
the customer’s building. Absorption refrigeration units
are also installed if desired, which are operated with
environmentally friendly district heating. It uses much
less energy and electricity compared with conventional
cooling production, and thereby cuts CO2 emissions
significantly. This form of cooling is offered particularly
in parts of the city where no district cooling is available
or planned. The second concept uses a large refrigeration centre, which is built for its centralised approach.
The cold water is transported to the building’s transfer
station via a district cooling network. The first refrigeration centre came online in 2009 at the Spittelau waste
incineration plant, which has since been supplying a
number of customers including the Vienna General
Hospital (AKH). In recognition of this innovation, Wien
Energie has been given the City of Vienna’s environment award.
A number of large district cooling projects have been
realised in recent years, including
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• the Spittelau district cooling centre (17 MW)
• the Renngasse cooling project (6 MW)
• the refrigeration centres at TownTown (5 MW),
Schottenring (15 MW) and the new main railway
station (20 MW).
• the district cooling facility at the new Vienna North
Hospital (Krankenhaus Nord) in Floridsdorf (10 MW)
There are plans to upgrade the Spittelau refrigeration
centre (+3 MW) in 2016, among other projects.
Vienna currently has a total of 100 MW of district cooling available. Wien Energie intends to increase its output of district cooling to as much as 200 MW by 2020.

SMART METERING
Many of Wiener Stadtwerke’s customers already transmit their consumption data for electricity, gas and heating by means of remote meter readings. Wien Energie
first used with remotely read heat meters back in 1996.
At the beginning of 2015, around 59,000 district heating meters were integrated into the remote reading
system. Wiener Netze has had a remote reading system in place for around 2,000 large gas customers since
2002. It has also been using a remote meter reading
system for approximately 5,000 electricity network customers for a number of years now.

Smart meters are, as the name suggests, new and
intelligent meters that should help cut energy consumption and enable smart networks in the future. As a
result, network operators are required by law1 to have
equipped at least 95 percent of all customer facilities
with smart meters by 2019. Smart meters measure performance and energy consumption within a defined
period of time (e.g. every 15 minutes) and transmit
these values via cable or radio signal to the network
operator. Customers are therefore able to see their own
consumption very soon thereafter, for instance via the
Internet, and thus encouraged to make savings. They
are able to identify unusually high consumption levels
very quickly. Consequently, smart metering2 helps customers to save energy and money.
In order to prepare properly for the electricity roll-out in
2017, Wiener Netze conducted a test project to explore
modern smart metering technology in selected test areas
in Vienna, Lower Austria and Burgenland. This allowed,
for example, various transmission technologies in urban
and rural areas as well as in new and older properties,
but also different meter types, new IT systems and their
integration into the existing IT systems to be tested.

The test project’s findings are incorporated into the
preparations for the electricity rollout. The tendering

1

Smart Meter Introduction Ordinance (IME-VO) 2012

2

Term for the entire system consisting of smart meters, transmission technology (cable or radio waves) and IT systems to
capture and process data
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process to purchase the entire smart metering system
will be carried out in 2015.
The gas rollout will follow at a later point in time as, in
contrast to electricity, there are no legal requirements
in place yet. Wiener Netze is currently conducting field
studies with a total of 16,000 units to test modern smart
metering technology, encompassing both technical
and economic aspects.
Wiener Netze is set to invest around EUR 256 million
between 2015 and 2019 to launch the comprehensive
joint smart metering system.

IMPROVING ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Spittelau is the second-largest supplier to the district
heating network – after the Simmering block 1 gas-fired
power plant (CHP) – with a total installed output of 400
MW. After 40 years of operations, the plant underwent
renovation work to optimise its energy efficiency. Wien
Energie invested around EUR 130 million to modernise
the Spittelau waste incineration plant.

TOTAL INVESTMENT IN THE
ENERGY SECTOR 2015 – 2019
Between 2015 and 2019, Wiener Netze and Wien
Energie will invest around EUR 1.8 billion in ensuring
a comprehensive and affordable supply of energy in
Vienna. The largest projects include:

• Expanding production from
renewable energy sources
• Enlarging networks
(electricity, gas, heating)
including increasing pressure
• Smart metering (electricity, gas)
• Substations
• District heating and district
cooling connections

EUR 383 million

EUR 277 million
EUR 256 million
EUR 152 million
EUR 119 million

RESEARCHING INTELLIGENT
ENERGY SYSTEMS OF THE FUTURE
At Seestadt Aspern, new technologies and the interaction of intelligent energy systems and building technology are being tested in the real environment of a
new district. The focus here is not on researching individual technologies (e.g. photovoltaics, solar thermal
power and heat pumps) but rather on how these work
optimally in combination with other factors. The aim is
to bring more intelligence into the overall system. By
way of example, sensors can identify the heat stored
in a building and ‘know’ when the building has actually
cooled down and needs to be heated again. Together
with data and weather forecasts from the Central Institute for Meteorology and Geodynamics (ZAMG), heating requirements can be calculated several days in
advance and buildings managed in an energy efficient
way. Furthermore, optimum methods are developed to
record the network state and network planning.
To carry out the project, the research company
Aspern Smart City Research GmbH & Co KG
was founded, with the main partners being Siemens Austria, Wien Energie and Wiener Netze.
Further information can be found at www.ascr.at
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Wiener Stadtwerke among the best

W

iener Stadtwerke takes its social responsibility very seriously. Not
only has it joined the UN Global Compact (see page 88), but it has
also built up an efficient sustainability management system over the past
few years. Moreover, it reports openly and transparently about its plans
and progress made regarding environmental or social improvements to the
company’s performance. According to a study compiled in 2014 by the
Institute for Sustainability, Berlin, commissioned by Wiener Stadtwerke, the
Group is in most categories one of the top performing utility companies
providing electricity, heating or public transport services, when compared
with other European cities such as London, Paris, Berlin or Stockholm. Criteria to evaluate ‘sustainability management and instruments’ included the
extent to which sustainability management is embedded in the organisational culture, the sustainability programme, the availability of key performance indicators, the consideration of sustainability in the company’s mission statement and sustainability policy. Together with EDF Energy, Wiener
Stadtwerke performed the best overall (see table).

Results of the benchmarking for sustainability management and instruments

Companies
(municipal area
supplied)

“The extent to which sustainability management is embedded in the organisation of Wiener Stadtwerke is exemplary. Structures such as those that
have existed at Wiener Stadtwerke for many years were, for instance, only
introduced at E.ON in 2013. Similarly, the quality of the sustainability programme and mission statements, as well as the scope of key sustainability
performance indicators, is high. No other company in the benchmarking
reports on such promising, sustainability-related business models as Wiener
Stadtwerke. The citizen solar power plants and solar power offerings are
exceptional in this international comparison.”
Wiener Stadtwerke’s stakeholder communication was also commended:
“The systematic involvement of stakeholders in advisory boards is normal
in the utility companies concerned. However, only a handful has set up several such bodies to reflect on strategic sustainability issues and to enter into
a dialogue with customers with regard to potential improvements. Wiener
Stadtwerke is very progressive in this respect and it can be assumed that
both citizens and Wiener Stadtwerke benefit from this.”

1

Extent to which sustainability management is embedded in
the organisation

Sustainability
programme

Key performance
indicators

Company mission statement
and sustainability policy

Average ranking value1

Wiener Stadtwerke
(Vienna)

2.0

EDF Energy
(London)

2.0

BVG (Berlin)

1.5

Fortum (Stockholm)

1.5

Gas Natural Fenosa
(Barcelona)

1.5

E.ON UK (London)

1.3

Endesa (Barcelona)

1.3

GASAG (Berlin)

1.0

Transport for London

0.8

RATP (Paris)

0.5

In order calculate the ranking, green lights are given a value of two, yellow lights a value of
one and red lights a value of zero. The average value is then calculated.
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An invisible heart is
beating in the centre
of the city: our control
centre for energy and
transport.
24 hours a day.
Seven days a week.
Rene J.
Senior employee, Wiener Linien control centre

19:36
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ATTRACTIVE
EMPLOYER

W

THE TEAM OF WIENER STADTWERKE
WORKING TOGETHER
SAFE AND HEALTHY JOBS

153
156
163

iener Stadtwerke is tasked with supplying the
population of Vienna with essential public services around the clock. At Wiener Stadtwerke, the
focus is on people and their professional development.
The satisfaction of its some 16,100 employees is very
important to Wiener Stadtwerke, as success can only be
achieved in the future with motivated and well-trained
employees. Key aspects include a pleasant working
environment, fair pay, respectful manner of managers
and good teamwork among colleagues. Consequently,
the Group places emphasis on an open and respectful
culture of communication as well as on equal opportunities and treatment, strong personnel development
and encouragement, as well as working time models
that are flexible and based on the needs of the respective phase of life. Similarly, the Group also sets particular store by high standards for occupational health

and safety. This makes Wiener Stadtwerke the no. 1
employer for many people.
With the HR motto “Working together – a Wiener
Stadtwerke working life long”, Wiener Stadtwerke is
pursuing an approach to human resources work revolving around life phases. Working together means looking
ahead to the future together and creating services that
address the different phases in the professional lives of
employees and link these to operational requirements
in an optimum way. All training and further education
measures, together with those to provide support
and develop the organisation are intended to create
the ideal setting in which all generations of Wiener
Stadtwerke Group employees can have an attractive
working world for their professional development and
evolvement.
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THE TEAM OF WIENER STADTWERKE

W

iener Stadtwerke employs around 16,100 people, calculated in full-time equivalents – including trainees but excluding people on maternity leave
and national service.

An overview of Wiener Stadtwerke employees
Average headcount in FTEs1

2014

2013

2012

2011

Energy division

5,474

5,509

5,499

5,467

Transport division

9,019

8,935

8,868

8,830

765

809

839

857

65

62

55

64

Other areas

403

385

357

331

Trainees

389

402

406

407

16,114

16,102

16,024

15,955

Funerals and cemeteries division
Car parks division

Total Wiener Stadtwerke Group
1

excl. those on maternity leave and national service

Minimal deviations in totals due to rounding differences

The high level of employee satisfaction with their
work can be inferred from the low fluctuation rate of
4.5 percent. And while the average length of service at
Austrian companies is around ten years, at last count it
was almost 17 years at Wiener Stadtwerke.
The principles of the company’s culture include
respecting the individual personality of every person,
equal opportunities and equal treatment. Corporate social responsibility is of particular importance
to Wiener Stadtwerke. The company employs many
people who come from a different country, or whose
families do. A range of studies have proven that mixed
teams are normally more successful and also achieve
greater commercial success.
Finally, demographic change is also presenting Wiener
Stadtwerke with major challenges. A lack of qualified
people can already be observed in many areas. For
this reason, Wiener Stadtwerke emphasises attractive
working conditions and intends to keep employees

in the company for as long as possible. To this end,
it offers various educational, working organisation and
health programmes. In addition to this, the ‘Knowledge
Management Initiative’ was also started. This initiative
comprises measures that provide the required knowledge to employees at the right time so that services
may ultimately be provided to customers efficiently and
with the optimum quality.
Promoting women is of particular importance to
Wiener Stadtwerke. Women are supported through
a range of different initiatives, raising the proportion
of women in the company. For instance, in 2013 an
intranet platform was set up on the subject of ‘equality / promoting women’, accessible by all employees.
In addition, division companies of Wiener Stadtwerke
regularly participate in the Wiener Töchtertag event,
where young women are introduced to technical professions. Moreover, Wiener Stadtwerke attaches considerable importance to encouraging female apprentices in manual skilled professions. In 2012, Friedhöfe
Wien received the AmaZone award in the category
‘Public and near-public companies’ from "Sprungbrett
for Mädchen" for its commitment to supporting female
apprentices.
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Wien Energie relies on collaborations with various
institutions to promote young women in technical jobs
and on network cooperation with other companies to
promote female managers. Moreover, Wien Energie
would like to support young women in technical jobs
and therefore collaborates with the Austrian Research
Promotion Agency (FFG).
In 2013, Wiener Linien launched its network ‘Wiener
Frauen Linien’ under the auspices of the Commercial
Director. Delegates from the economy and politics are
also invited to encourage the networking of existing
and potential female managers.
Through these numerous measures, Wiener Stadtwerke
has been able to increase the proportion of women
from 14.7 percent in 2007 to 17 percent in 2014. In
2014, for instance, 258 of 1,140 new appointments
were women, i.e. approximately 23 percent. The proportion of women at first and second-level manage-

ment was increased from 19.2 percent in 2013 to 21.4
percent in 2014. It is the aim of Wiener Stadtwerke to
further increase the proportion of women here and thus
women are actively encouraged to apply for positions
of responsibility. In cases of equal qualification, women
will be preferred for a position in accordance with the
legal provisions on quotas and the equal opportunities
programme of the City of Vienna.
Wiener Stadtwerke endeavours to enable people with
a disability access to work and to keep employees who
develop a disability in the course of their lives in work
with suitable jobs. Wiener Stadtwerke does what it can
to set up workstations in such a way that they are suitable for use by people with a disability. Individual division companies are in contact with institutions that train
and support people with disabilities here.
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WORKING TOGETHER
‘ON-BOARDING SUPPORT’ FOR
NEW COLLEAGUES AND PEOPLE
WHO HAVE CHANGED POSITION

W

iener Stadtwerke has developed a range of different measures for new colleagues and people who
have changed jobs to get them off to a good start in the
company. Every two months, a Group-wide welcome day
is held for new employees and those who change jobs
within the Group, those who return from maternity leave
and for qualified apprentices who have been employed.
On top of this, new employees are given a comprehensive into the Group with its core business fields over the
course of one day with the ‘hop on, hop off’ tour. The
employees are taken to a number of the Group’s sites
by bus, where they receive basic information about the
Group and its division companies as well as guided tours
by experts on site.
The mentoring programme is also shaping up to be successful. New employees are assigned a ‘mentor’ for three
months, who provides them with support during their first
few months of work and helps with any questions regarding the company’s culture or informal topics. By the same
token, individual Group companies also offer additional
support. For instance, Wiener Linien organises newcomer
days and excursions to selected workstations in the company (e.g. control centre, main workshop, railway depot).

FURTHER EDUCATION TO GET AHEAD
Every employee at Wiener Stadtwerke has access to individual development opportunities. Potential is discussed
in the course of employee appraisals, with personnel
development measures being agreed. In addition, Wiener
Stadtwerke also offers a wide range of further education
programmes in the Group-wide training centre. Given
that around 60 percent of employees are employed in
manual skilled professions, Wiener Stadtwerke has been
able to achieve an impressive further education quota of
4.1 days per employee and year (2014).

entitled Basiswissen Energie [fundamentals of energy],
Wiener Energie employees are given information about
energy-related topics, with emphasis being placed on
personality development measures such as coaching.
By means of its programme to obtain higher qualifications, Wiener Netze provides support and networking
for dedicated employees who are also pursuing a qualification alongside their work at Wiener Netze (from
apprenticeship to doctorate). Wiener Linien also supports its employees to gain further qualifications.

Furthermore, Wiener Stadtwerke also trains employees
in new professional fields. For instance, Wiener Linien
has re-trained its own employees from the bus workshop to become refrigeration unit technicians. In 2014,
the rail-based vehicle workshop followed suit and has
since been training a group of its own employees in
this professional field. In the series of training courses

At the end of 2011, the Federal Association of Undertakers founded the undertakers’ academy (Bestatterakademie), together with Bestattung Wien and
Friedhöfe Wien. The aim here is to ensure standardised training across the country. It can also hold specific
training courses to satisfy the varying requirements of
individual groups of employees.

FAMILY-FRIENDLY WORKING HOURS
Wiener Stadtwerke offers different working time models (including flexitime) that go hand-in-hand with the
needs of the different phases of employees’ professional and private lives. The company pays particular
attention to ensuring a work/life balance. The so-called

‘father month’ has been offered by Wiener Stadtwerke
since 2011, taking the form of a paternity leave model.
As Austria’s largest municipal service provider, Wiener
Stadtwerke has taken the lead here.
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On the road around the clock: the employees of Wiener Linien
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INTERNAL JOB OPPORTUNITIES
In line with the HR motto ‘Working
together – a Wiener Stadtwerke
working life long’, it is important
to Wiener Stadtwerke that employees are able to shape their career
in the Group actively and on their
own initiative. It is a goal of the
Group to enable employees to
familiarise themselves with several
Group companies in the course of
their careers and gain experience
in different areas or jobs. In order
to promote job opportunities in
the Group and prevent the possi-

ble loss of experience and knowledge, Wiener Stadtwerke has set
up a new intranet platform entitled
‘Jobs & Career’ as well as a new job
magazine ‘Vorsprung’, which advertises all vacancies in the Group, in
addition to comprehensive further
education possibilities.
The joint trainee programme with
the City of Vienna and its companies also offers additional opportunities. As part of this programme,
graduates are given the chance to

get to know the City of Vienna and
its companies for a period of 16
months, and to establish networks
that extend beyond the duration of
the programme. In addition to this,
Wiener Linien runs its own trainee
programme with a focus on technical skills. The trainee spots are
aimed at potential junior managers
who should remain in the company
after successfully completing the
programme.

ONE OF THE LARGEST TRAINING COMPANIES IN VIENNA
Wiener Stadtwerke is one of the
most important training companies
in Vienna and the region. Every
year, the Group takes on around
130 new trainees, meaning that
it has some 400 young people to
train at any one time. The aim of
the Group’s corporate policy is to
give young people the opportunity of a sound education in order
to increase their chances in the job

market. A major proportion of the
trainees and apprentices subsequently secure employment with
the company. Another aim of the
Group is to increase the share of
female trainees and apprentices in
manual skilled and technical professions.
Wiener
Stadtwerke’s
apprentice training programme has also

received numerous awards. The
companies concerned have since
been entitled to call themselves
Staatlich ausgezeichneter Ausbildungsbetrieb, i.e. a nationally recognised training centre. In 2014, all
Group companies were awarded
the title of TOP Lehrbetrieb (leading training centre) as part of Vienna’s seal of quality.
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Wiener Stadtwerke offers training in the following 15 different professions:
• Clerical worker
• Industrial clerk
• Electronics / communication electronics network
engineering
• Electronics / information and telecommunications
electronics network engineering
• Electrical engineering / plant and operating
technology
• Electrical engineering / energy technology
• Chemical lab technician
• Automotive engineering
• Agricultural gardener
• Mechatronics
• Metal technology / engineering technology
• Installation and building technology,
gas and sanitary technology
• Florist
• Draughtsman/woman
• Operating logistics clerk

SAFE AND HEALTHY JOBS

A

top priority of Wiener Stadtwerke is to ensure the
health and safety of its employees. A comprehensive range of safety measures has been implemented
in the Group to protect the lives and health of employees. These include the deployment of safety experts in
every Group company, suitability tests for working at
heights and road safety training. A Group-wide safety
board works to ensure that a culture of safety is promoted, facilitating the exchange of experiences and
networking in the Group.
Thanks to the safety measures taken, there have been
no fatal work-related accidents in the past 20 years.
The number of work-related accidents has been consistently low for many years now (2014: 21.7 reportable
accidents during work per 1,000 employees (FTE)).
Above all, Wiener Stadtwerke looks after the psychological health of its employees. In addition to a Groupwide evaluation of workstations, the SOZIUS crisis

intervention team – Wiener Linien’ first aid system – is
also worthy of mention. Its aim is to provide support to
any employees faced with an extreme experience (accident, violence) to come to terms with their traumatic
experiences. This project was awarded the ‘Betrieblicher Sozialpreis 2013’ by fair-finance. Furthermore, a
platform is available on the intranet for employees and
managers that provides information and advice on how
to deal with difficult life situations.
Numerous offerings to improve health such as the
Group-wide health days or various Group company
measures help employees to do something themselves
to maintain and improve their health.
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When people turn the
lights on at home, our
intelligent energy
systems are working
overtime.
Michael G.
Technician, Wien Energie.

21:45
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VIENNESE KNOW-HOW
IN DEMAND AROUND
THE WORLD

W

iener Stadtwerke’s expertise is in demand around the world. Numerous high-ranking delegations visit Wiener
Stadtwerke and its Group companies to exchange experiences and information. In 2013 and 2014, most
delegations came from other EU Member States, as well as from Asia, North and South America.
As a municipal provider of essential public services,
Wiener Stadtwerke is a key contact partner for many
delegations from other cities with regard to questions
concerning the organisational structure and strategic
alignment. In March 2013, for instance, a high-ranking delegation from the Berlin regional government
obtained information from Wiener Stadtwerke as to how
it is handling demographic change (population growth)

and the provision of essential public services, given that
the German capital is considering remunicipalising the
provision of essential public services. Consequently, the
focus of the exchange of experiences with the board was
on the organisational structure of the Wiener Stadtwerke
Group. ‘A public utility for one and all’ was the conclusion of the delegation from Berlin.
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In May 2014, the Group´s CEO received a high-ranking
delegation from the Croatian capital, Zagreb, for talks.
Issues included the major strategic challenges of the
future and the financing of infrastructure projects.
In addition to this, a delegation from China Guodian
Corporation, one of the five largest electricity producers in China, sought contacts with the Group’s management. Issues included internal auditing, controlling and
regulation mechanisms. Despite differences in the scale
of the two organisations, there were a number of common points that ensured lively discussions.
In October 2014, a three-person delegation from the
Japanese Strategic Decision Initiative, Inc. came to
Vienna to find out about Wiener Stadtwerke’s sustainability activities. The background to this visit is that it
is increasingly difficult to provide public support for
forest owners given the limited budget resources.
Consequently, the Japanese government has started
to investigate how a commitment to sustainability by
companies can be obtained to support forest management. The discussion focused on clarifying the motives
and structures of a sustainability management system
in companies.
CEO Martin Krajcsir welcomes a high-ranking delegation from Zagreb

There was also a great deal of international interest
in Wiener Stadtwerke’s expertise as a centre of training. A French delegation, led by the French member
of parliament Philip Cordery, visited Wiener Netze to
find out about how young people are trained. Wiener
Stadtwerke and its Group divisions have held the
Vienna seal of quality TOP Lehrbetrieb (leading training
centre) since 2014.
However, Wiener Stadtwerke’s modern plant technology was the source of most interest among the 1,900
international visitors in 2013 and 2014. The Simmering power plant attracted the most number of visitors.
However, the Wien Energie-Haus and the Spittelau
waste incineration plant also recorded a high number of visitors, including high-ranking politicians. For
instance, a Bolivian delegation led by President Evo
Morales visited the Spittelau waste incineration plant in
March 2013. The main point of interest during this visit
was the combination of highly effective technology and
remarkable architecture. President Morales was also
interested in the increasing use of district cooling as
an environmentally friendly alternative to conventional
air-conditioning units.
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Interest in renewable energies was
particularly high in 2014. Delegations from a number of countries
including Japan, Saudi Arabia,
France, South Korea and Mongolia
visited Wiener Stadtwerke to find
out more about this topic. Wien
Energie was also invited to present
its citizen participation model (citizen solar power plants) as an example of best practice in the course of
a meeting of the European Commission in Brussels.
International delegations are also
particularly interested in the technology and organisational structures used in the mobility sector.
In October 2014, there was an
exchange of information between
the Group management, Wiener
Linien and Wipark with a delegation from the Serbian capital,
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Belgrade. The experts stayed in
Vienna at the invitation of the
World Bank Group and the Federal Ministry of Finance. The focus
of the information exchange was
on issues such as organising public transport as well as building and
operating car parks.
A delegation from the Czech city
of Brno visited the head office of
Wiener Lokalbahnen (WLB) in summer 2014. Representatives of the
city and Brno transport services,
as well as the South Moravian Integrated Public Transport System
talked with experts about issues
concerning company organisation
and operations. This was followed
by a visit to the Wiener Neudorf
main control centre and the Inzersdorf workshops.

Companies in the Group division
of funerals and cemeteries also
received numerous delegations
from abroad. During a visit by Moscow’s city administration in 2013, for
instance, the focus was mainly on
information on the organisation of
Vienna’s funeral and cemetery services. B&F Wien – Bestattung und
Friedhöfe GmbH – is home to the
seat of the European Federation of
Funeral Services. EFFS is an organisation that brings together national
funeral service associations and
their activities across Europe. In
October 2014, B&F hosted the
EFFS annual general meeting. The
focus was on, among other things,
developing the international network and relaunching a university-based training programme for
funeral services.

Visit to the Spittelau waste incineration plant by the Bolivian president Evo Morales (March 2013)

CEO Martin Krajcsir and General Manager Eduard Winter (Wiener Linien, on the left) with a high-ranking delegation from Belgrade
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“Wiener Stadtwerke

VIENNESE EXPERTISE FOR THE WHOLE WORLD

provides energy,

DELEGATIONS VISITING WIENER STADTWERKE IN 2013 AND 2014

lighting and

Canada
USA
Cuba
Bolivia
Peru
Chile

mobility. The city’s
wide range of
educational offers
quenches any thirst
for knowledge.”
Werner Gruber,
Lecturer at the University of Vienna
Director of the Vienna Planetarium,
Kuffner and Urania Observatory

Germany
France
Croatia
Czech republic
Hungary
Kosovo
Norway
Switzerland

Serbia
Ukraine
Russia
Lebanon
Saudi Arabia
Tajikistan
Pakistan

Mongolia
China
Thailand
South Korea
Japan
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Tonight I will once
again ensure that many
night-time revellers get
home safely.
Gerhard A.
Night bus driver, Wiener Linien

01:12
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CORPORATE SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY
The Wiener Stadtwerke Group as a ‘good citizen’
Wiener Stadtwerke sees itself as a ‘good citizen’. For this reason, it emphasises the need to observe environmental
and social standards and has, for instance, joined the UN Global Compact (see the section entitled ‘Essential public
services’, page 88). It also makes voluntary contributions to society in addition to performing its core services. A
small selection of this commitment is shown below.

PRESERVING OUR CULTURAL HERITAGE

W

iener Stadtwerke owns a number of historical and
culturally valuable buildings. These include railway stations and bridges owned by the former Wiener
Stadtbahn, the Spittelau waste incineration plant and
the Favoriten substation.

PRESERVING VIENNA’S CULTURAL HERITAGE
SUPPORTING CONTEMPORARY ARTISTS
WINFRA – WIENER STADTWERKE AWARD FOR INFRASTRUCTURE JOURNALISM
CHARITABLE PROJECTS AND DONATIONS
SPORT SPONSORSHIPS

177
180
183
183
184

As a publicly owned company, Wiener Stadtwerke is
responsible for looking after, maintaining and, where
necessary, renovating these historical structures and
valuable cultural assets. Any such work needs to be
reconciled with the various requirements of the law
on protecting listed buildings and of accessibility. To
this end, Wiener Stadtwerke invests considerable sums
of money every year. For instance, the renovation of
six stations on today’s U6 underground line, which
were designed by the famous Viennese architect Otto
Wagner, is set to cost some EUR 50 million (see the section entitled ‘Innovation and investments in the future’
Wiener Stadtwerke also runs two museums to preserve the cultural heritage. The funeral museum was
opened in 1967 and the Vienna tram museum in 1986.

In autumn 2013, work began to convert or move the
museums into new buildings with a higher degree of
accessibility. Approximately one year later, the new
funeral museum at the Vienna Central Cemetery
(www.bestattungsmuseum.at) and Wiener Linien’s new
transport museum (www.remise.wien) in the former
Erdberg depot were opened. Just four months later,
Wiener Linien welcomed its 10,000th visitor.
Cemeteries are a real treasure trove of architectural
and historical sights. An example here is the tombs at
the Hernalser Cemetery, which are over 140 years old.
Vienna Central Cemetery is one of Europe’s most significant cemeteries. In order for visitors to be able to better appreciate what it has to offer, Bestattung Wien and
Friedhöfe Wien offer the free ARTOUR app (available
from Google Play and the Apple App Store). With this
app, which was developed as part of an EU project of
the same name, visitors can explore the Central Cemetery by means of a virtual tour.
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The Spittelau waste incineration plant with a façade designed by Friedensreich Hundertwasser

U6 station Burggasse, designed by the famous Viennese architect and urban planner Otto Wagner
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SUPPORTING CONTEMPORARY ARTISTS

W

iener Stadtwerke is also happy to support contemporary (young) artists. By way of example, Wiener
Linien has made space to display art in a number of its
stations. Most recently, the permanent installation Die
große Geste by Christian Jankowski was unveiled at the
U2 Donauspital station (exit Zschokkegasse) in October
2014. Other current projects can be found on the website
of the ‘Public Art’ initiative (KÖR – Kunst im öffentlichen
Raum).
Since 2013, Wipark has offered various artists the opportunity to improve the aesthetic beauty of specific car
parks (normally very sober purpose-built structures) with
their artistic work within the framework of Kunst im öffentlichen Raum. The German street artist Cone began at
the Westbahnhof car park with a 20-metre long black and
white mural (see photo).
Street art wall paintings in the Wipark car part at Westbahnhof
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WINFRA – WIENER STADTWERKE AWARD
FOR INFRASTRUCTURE JOURNALISM

W

INFRA, Wiener Stadtwerke’s award for infrastructure journalism carrying prize money of EUR
15,000, has existed since 2010 and is under the auspices
of Mayor Michael Häupl and Deputy Mayor Renate
Brauner. WINFRA is an award to recognise journalists
that have made a valuable contribution to informing
about infrastructure projects in the Greater Vienna area.
The reports should show that issues such as essential
public services and sustainability are directly linked to

local infrastructure projects. WINFRA has the categories
of Print, TV, Radio, Online and (in 2014) a special ‘Smart
City’ prize. The award-winning reports were selected by
a jury chaired by Gerhard Heilingbrunner, President of
the Austrian Environmental Umbrella Association and
one of the most prominent advocates of environmentally friendly and sustainable infrastructure projects. For
more details, see www.winfra.at.

CHARITABLE PROJECTS AND DONATIONS

W

iener Stadtwerke and its Group companies
organise or support projects of a charitable nature such as the school and nursery project
‘Goldene
Tramway’
by
Wiener
Linien
(www.goldenetramway.at). For over 20 years, Wiener

The 2014 WINFRA winners including the jury at the gala

Linien has put up for sale old items of equipment and
other objects (e.g. route boards, timetables, stickers … )
three or four times a year at the Wiener Linien flea market. The proceeds are used above all to support institutions that look after disabled children and juveniles.
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SPORT SPONSORSHIPS

S

port and energy – a combination that belongs
together. This is why Wien Energie is particularly
committed to ensuring that as many people as possible can get actively involved in sporting events or play
sport regularly in clubs. Examples of the former include
the annual Wien Energie sports week or the Business Run
www.businessrun.at. When supporting club-level sport,
the focus is on youth work, supporting junior sport and
supporting regional sporting activities and clubs. The
football focus, for instance by supporting the football
club SK Rapid, is complemented by regional sporting
events and sport clubs for running, volleyball, handball,
basketball, ice hockey and American football.
Thousands of jogging enthusiasts take part in the Wien Energie Business Run every year
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We sort everything out
at night for 2.5 million
daytime passengers.
Safety is our top
priority.
Thomas W. & his team,
train maintenance employee, Wiener Linien

03:17
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INNOVATIONS IN
RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY
2015

1

Smart metering feedback

This project investigates what customers expect
from smart meters in the field of energy.

3

Mobility app
‘smile’

in the ‘smile’ research project, Wiener Stadtwerke
and ÖBB are developing a prototype for an integrated mobility platform together with competent partners.

2

Smart plant monitoring

A new control and analysis tool is intended to combine and analyse the operational states of various
power plants at the push of a button.

4

e-mobility on demand

The e-mobility on demand research project supports the use of e-cars and the setting up of charging stations to complement public transport.

2016

5
2

5

URBEM doctoral programme

As part of this doctoral programme, Wiener
Stadtwerke supports ten doctoral candidates,
who will develop energy and mobility strategies
for a Smart City Vienna until 2016.

7
2017

7

Urban mining

In this project, a new infrastructure catalogue is
being developed that reveals where valuable
resources lie hidden in an urban environment.

6

Brake energy

Vienna’s underground trains are able to recover
brake energy for use as electricity when braking the
train. The Brake Energy project looks for ways to
harness this potential.

3 4 6
1
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APPENDIX

KEY FINANCIAL INDICATORS AT A GLANCE
EUR million

2014

2013

20121

2011

2010

2,904.8

3,044.4

3,775.8

3,058.7

3,060.8

62.2

81.7

76.5

63.6

61.8

Other operating income

692.6

696.6

682.6

602.3

593.9

Operating performance

3,659.6

3,822.7

4,534.9

3,724.6

3,716.4

Cost of materials and services

-1,430.8

-1,650.4

-2,080.3

-1,627.1

-1,640.2

Personnel expenses

-1,165.4

-1,166.6

-2,005.0

-1,065.4

-1,040.7

Depreciation and amortisation

-517.9

-787.4

-655.1

-514.8

-533.8

Other operating expenses

-576.1

-603.9

-673.4

-591.1

-567.9

Group EBIT

-30.6

-385.7

-879.0

-73.8

-66.2

50.8

55.1

-32.1

89.1

87.4

20.1

-330.6

-911.1

15.3

21.2

20.0

-330.7

-911.1

17.1

24.7

101.7

0.0

-788.6

103.8

52.0

Turnover
Changes in inventory and own work
capitalised

Consolidated financial result
Group EBT
Consolidated profit/loss for the year after
minority interests
Consolidated balance sheet profit

Five quarters in the energy division
Differences as a result of rounding figures have not been eliminated
1
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KEY OPERATIONAL FIGURES AT A GLANCE
2013

2012

2011

2010

Wiener Linien

2013

2012

2011

2010

9,349

9,527

9,732

9,515

9,453

Passengers in millions

931

900

907

875

839

6,441

7,793

7,972

8,434

8,703

Passenger kilometres in millions

19,479

18,859

18,390

18,181

17,444

Heating sales (GWh)1

5,238

6,167

5,755

5,706

5,760

Number of annual season tickets

946

914

919

887

851

Total passenger kilometres in millions

20,007

19,384

18,916

18,703

Funeral services

20,143

19,071

19,126

18,258

68

60

64

62

60

19,238

16,564

19,101

19,234

18,264

Car parks
Parking spaces

648,227

582,114

500,936

373,000

355,838

Vehicles

2,067

2,071

2,061

2,102

2,116

17,953

Proportion of barrier-free buses

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

18,077

Proportion of barrier-free
underground units

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

55%

51%

47%

45%

42%

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

Passengers in millions 1

14.6

13.8

12.4

12.3

12.3

Passenger kilometres in millions

527

525

526

522

508

Vehicles

152

163

170

196

123

Proportion of barrier-free rail-bound units

34%

34%

33%

33%

31%

Proportion of barrier-free buses

77%

71%

70%

70%

67%

Proportion of barrier-free trams

Fully and proportionally consolidated subsidiaries
The method to calculate passenger numbers for Wiener Lokalbahnen was changed in 2014. Previously, extrapolations from VOR
were used; now the figures are counted by the company. The values for 2013 have been restated.

Wiener Lokalbahnen

KEY PERSONNEL FIGURES AT A GLANCE
Average headcount in FTEs1

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

Energy division

5,474

5,509

5,499

5,467

5,429

Transport division

9,019

8,935

8,868

8,830

8,836

765

809

839

857

878

65

62

55

64

69

Other areas

403

385

357

331

298

Public transport

Trainees

389

402

406

407

396

Bicycle

7%

6%

6%

6%

5%

On foot

26%

27%

28%

28%

28%

Car and motorcycle

28%

28%

27%

29%

31%

Funerals and cemeteries division
Car parks division

Total Wiener Stadtwerke
1

2014

Electricity sales (GWh)

Total passengers in millions2

2

2014

Natural gas sales (GWh)1

1

1

KEY MOBILITY FIGURES AT A GLANCE

16,114

excluding those on maternity leave and national service

Minimal deviations in total amounts due to rounding differences

16,102

16,024

15,955

15,905

1

The calculation method was changed in 2014: Previously, extrapolations from VOR were used;
now the figures are counted by the company. The values for 2013 have been restated.

Modal split

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

39%

39%

39%

37%

36%
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KEY NETWORK FIGURES AT A GLANCE
Network length (km)

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

Electricity network

23,276

23,178

22,957

22,670

22,478

Gas network (in the operator’s responsibility)

4,673

4,677

4,682

4,599

4,591

District heating network

1,212

1,192

1,169

1,168

1,139

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

Electricity

5.0%

5.1%

5.2%

5.3%

5.3%

Gas

0.4%

0.4%

0.3%

0.3%

0.2%

10.8%

7.4%

8.9%

9.6%

9.4%

Network losses

KEY ENERGY FIGURES AT A GLANCE

District heating
Electricity (GWh) from

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

Thermal power plants

3,533

3,046

4,208

6,199

6,587

Hydropower plants

602

698

595

402

447

Wind farms and photovoltaic systems

109

99

92

100

104

Biomass heating plants

103

132

100

144

162

Waste incineration plants1
Total electricity produced2
1
2

0

2

8

5

3,974

4,997

6,853

7,305

No feeding into the grid in 2013 from the Spittelau waste incineration plant due to renovation work
after deducting own energy needs

Heating (GWh) from

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

2,760

3,087

3,488

3,761

3,881

1,001

942

1,068

1,185

1,035

Peak-load boilers & others

912

1,301

543

322

411

Biomass

182

277

204

192

159

4,855

5,607

5,303

5,461

5,487

Cogeneration
Waste incineration plants

1

Total
1

3

4,350

No heat supplied in 2013 from the Spittelau waste incineration plant due to renovation work

KEY FIGURES FOR THE FUNERALS AND
CEMETERIES DIVISION
Funerals and cemeteries

2014

2013

2012

2011

Funeral services

20,143

19,071

19,126

18,258

18,077

Coffin interments

9,289

9,641

9,989

9,948

10,319

Urn interments

3,664

3,633

3,617

3,434

3,560

31,124

32,313

32,121

32,520

33,778

Plot renewals

2010

KEY EMISSION FIGURES FOR WIENER STADTWERKE
Wiener Stadtwerke’s emission data and an explanation of the trend have been published on the company’s sustainability portal www.nachhaltigkeit.wienerstadtwerke.at under Data & Facts.
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CONTACTS AND CUSTOMER SERVICE POINTS
Wien Energie
Spittelau service centre
Spittelauer Lände 45, 1090 Vienna
Opening times:
Monday to Wednesday 8 am – 3 pm
Thursday: 		
8 am – 5:30 pm
Friday: 		
8 am – 3 pm
Contact details for electricity and gas
Telephone: 		
+43 (0)800 500 800
Monday to Friday
7:30 am to 6 pm
Fax: 		
+43 (0)800 500 801
info@wienenergie.at
Email:		
Contact details for district heating
+43 (0)800 500 700
Telephone: 		
Monday to Friday
7:30 am to 4 pm
+43 (0)800 500 701
Fax: 		
Email: 		
fernwaerme@wienenergie.at

Wiener Netze
General – Vienna customer service centre
Spittelauer Lände 45, 1090 Vienna
Opening times:
Monday to Wednesday 8 am – 3 pm
8 am – 5:30 pm
Thursday: 		
Friday: 		
8 am – 3 pm
Contact for general enquiries
Telephone:		
+43 (0)800 500 650
Email: 		
info@wienernetze.at
Contact for complaints
Telephone: 		
+43 (0)1 401 28 6150
Email: 		
kundenanliegen@wienernetze.at
Contact for smart metering
Telephone: 		
+43 (0)800 500 620
Email: 		
smartmetering@wienernetze.at
Gas – customer service centre ‘Mitte’
Erdbergstraße 236, 1110 Vienna
Telephone:		
+43 (0)1 401 28 2299
Telephone for large customers:
+43 (0)1 401 28 2115
Email: 		
kundendienst@wienernetze.at

Gas – customer service centre ‘Süd’
Schönbrunner Straße 218-220, Stiege A
(U4 centre), 1120 Vienna
Telephone: 		
+43 (0)1 401 28 2799
Email: 		
kundendienst@wienernetze.at
Gas – customer service centre ‘Nord’
Klosterneuburger Straße 70, 1200 Vienna
Telephone: 		
+43 (0)1 401 28 2805
Email: 		
kundendienst@wienernetze.at

Wiener Linien
Wiener Linien customer centre
Erdbergstraße 202, 1031 Vienna
(U3 station Erdberg)
Opening times:
Monday to Wednesday 8 am – 3 pm
Thursday 		
8 am – 5:30 pm
8 am – 3 pm
Friday:		
Service hotline for all matters
+43 (0)1 7909 100
For questions relating to services provided by Wiener Linien
auskunft@wienerlinien.at
Requests, praise & complaints
kundendienst@wienerlinien.at
Fare-related matters, tickets
tarif@wienerlinien.at
Ticket shop
ticketshop@wienerlinien.at
Wiener Linien lost and found office
Erdbergstraße 202 (at street-level in the inner courtyard),
1031 Vienna
Opening times:
Monday to Wednesday 8 am – 3 pm
8 am – 5:30 pm
Thursday 		
Friday: 		
8 am – 3 pm
Email: 		
funde@wienerlinien.at

CUSTOMER OFFERS
Wiener Lokalbahnen

Spittelau Wien Energie World

Customer service
Postal address: Aktiengesellschaft der Wiener Lokalbahnen,
Eichenstraße 1, 1120 Vienna
Service hotline:
+43 (0)1 90 444
Monday to Friday
7 am – 7 pm
Email: 		
kundenservice@wlb.at

Professional energy advice and a lot
of valuable information

WiPark
Customer service
Postal address: Wipark Garagen GmbH,
Würtzlerstraße 3 / 4, 1030 Vienna
Telephone: 		
+43 (0)1 600 30 22-48122
+43 (0)1 600 30 22-48199
Fax: 		
Email: 		
info@wipark.at

Funerals and cemeteries
Customer service:
Postal address: B&F Wien - Bestattung & Friedhöfe GmbH,
Simmeringer Hauptstraße 339, 1110 Vienna
Telephone: 		
+43 (0)1 760 70-0
post@bfwien.at
Email: 		
Funeral services:
Head office customer service:
Simmeringer Hauptstr. 339, 1110 Vienna
Opening times:
Monday to Friday
8 am – 4:30 pm
Saturday, Sunday
and public holidays:
7:30 am – 3:30 pm
Telephone:		
+43 (0)1 501 95-0
Email: 		
office@bestattungwien.at
Cemeteries:
Customer service:
Postal address: Friedhöfe Wien GmbH,
Simmeringer Hauptstraße 339,1110 Vienna
Telephone: 		
+43 (0)1 534 69-0
Monday to Friday
8 am – 4:30 pm
Email: 		
post@friedhoefewien.at

Spittelauer Lände 45, 1090 Vienna
Telephone: 		
+43 (0)1 582 00
Email: 		
energieberatung@wienenergie.at
Opening times:
Monday to Wednesday 8 am – 3 pm
Thursday		
8 am – 5:30 pm
8 am – 3 pm
Friday: 		

Remise transport museum
Ludwig-Koeßler-Platz, 1030 Vienna
+43 (0)1 7909 - 46 803
Telephone: 		
Email: 		
remise@wienerlinien.at
Remise museum opening times – all year round:
Wednesday:
9 am – 6 pm
Saturday and Sunday: 10 am – 6 pm

Funeral museum
at Vienna Central Cemetery
Simmeringer Hauptstraße 234, 1110 Vienna,
Gate 2 (main entrance),
Underneath Mortuary 2
Telephone: 		
+43 (0)1 760 67
museum@bfwien.at
Email: 		
www.bestattungsmuseum.at
Opening times:
Monday to Friday:
9 am – 4:30 pm

BREAKDOWN SERVICES
Electricity network fault:
District heating faults:
Gas breakdown:
Gas emergency:

+43 (0)800 500 600
+43 (0)1 313 26 51
+43 (0)1 401 28 88
128
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